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ABSTRACT
The purpose of thi s s t ud y was to d i s co ve r what effect the
one-parent f amily situation had on the self concept of war.en who
were one-parent family heads.
I nfo rmation f o r the s t ud y was obtained from a random s ample
o f single f emale parents , and a comparison group of randomly sampled
married wome n . A measure .of the sel f concept of the subjects was
o btained f rom an analysis of their r e s pons e s to questions about the
amount o f s a t i s f act i o n they f el t with the p e r f o rmanc e o f se l e c t e d
fam ily r oles. An ass wnption wa s made that the state of the self
conc ept is affected b y wha t i s do ne and hOW' it is done i n carrying
o u t r o les. The roles used were based on the usual activities of
housewives and mothers in their f amily l i v es, and i nclud ed p r oviding
for the f amily income , housekeeping , ch i ld raising , recreational
activities , the sexual role , and a role i nvo l v i ng giving and receiving
emotional support with an adult of t he opposite sex.
A r e v i ew of the l i ter a t ure on o ne-paren t f amil i e s revealed that
in ge nera l the y tended to suffer from d e priva t i o n in severa l are a s -
f i nancial , socia l and emotiona l , an d tha t women were more a f f e cted
tha n men . Therefo r e it was deduced that o ne-parent fami l i es ,
espec i a l l y those he ad ed by women , would t en d t o s ho w the effects
of this deprivati on in their fam ily lives, a nd thi s deduction led
to the deve lopment of a centra l proposition on which this thesis was
based, and to the generation of eighteen hypotheses testing each
family ro le . The ccntz-c I proposition stated that women who were h eads
of s i ng l e parent families would feel less satisfaction with the
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performance of their family roles than married women . and this
proposition was confirmed by the results of the study which showed
statistically significant differences between the responses of single
parents and dual parents in most of the hypothese s tested.
The general conclusion drawn from the reeurcs of the study was
that single parent women felt less satisfied with thei r fanri. ly live s
than married women . and by inference had a low op inion of themselves
as adequa te people .
s i nce these find ings are releva n t t o a s ignificant propo r tion
of the popu l a tion . it was recorrunended that a more co mplete pr ogram
of socia l services should be developed for s ingle parents - a
program that wou ld take emotional factors into account as we l l as
providing for material needs.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
The provision of social services in Canada , although costly , is
only marginal ly effective in helping the one-parent family . (National
Council o f Welfare 19 7 6 ) . This underprivi leged g roup has been
recei ving i ncreasing a ttention by workers in the social welfare
field - especially those one-parent families headed by women.
Since female single parents have been shown to be at a greater
disadvantage econanically than male single parents, (Schlesinger 1974 ,
Daly 1975, Klein 1973) and outntDnber them by nearly five to one
(Statistics Canada 1976) it is of greater importance to study the
one-parent family situation as a woman 's problem , and to df.scover to
what extent the female fami ly head is affected by being part of a
disadvantaged group receiving very little support from existing
social services .
The effects of living as a one-parent family have been well
documented in the areas of income. housing and child care , (OJ a 1975 .
Finer 1974) but the eectaone t aspects of being a lone parent have
been a comparatively neglected area for study . This study addresses
the question of what happens to the self-concept of the one-parent
fami ly female head as a result of her situation, and sets out to
discover if there are differences in the self concept between single
parent females and mothers with husbands present at home.
The term self concept as used in this study means the opinion
t.he self has of her own ability to perform satisfactorily in the
various roles associated with being a wife and mother .
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All types of one-parent families are included in the s tudy -
thos e women who are deserted. s e pa r a t e d , widowed , or divorced , as
well a s the single who have never been married .
If we assume that the single parent is trying to bring up children
alone, in circumstances less favourable then those experienced by dual
parents . then we must also assume that stress will be felt by the lone
mother . which wi ll probably have a negative effect on her feelings
about herself, and on her confidence in her ability to perform well
a s a parent.
Before examining the problems of the one-parent fam i ly in greater
detail it should be established how many women in Canada , in
Newfoundland, and in St. J ohn 's are living as lone parents by using
the 1976 Ce ns us figures and information from the National councf J of
Welfare, published in 1976.
Th e numbers of one- paren t families are increasing rapidly, -
"be tw e e n 1966 and 19 6 7 the n umbe r of one-parent families grew at a
rate which was almost triple the rate of growth of two-parent famili e s.
In that period , while the total number of Canadian families increas ed
by 10.5 percent the nwnber of one-parent families surged ahead by
28.7 percent . There i s every reason to believe t h a t this tr e nd h a s
continued between 1971 and the present". (National Council of Welfare
1976;4) . This p r edi c t i o n has been verified , as in 19 71 the t o ta l
number o f fema le headed one-parent families in canada was 370 ,825 ,
and in 1976 it was 559,330 - almost a doubling in five years.
In Newfoundland the number of one-parent families headed by
f emale s has increas ed from 7 ,385 in 1971, to 8,605 in 1976 . In
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these families the average nWllber of pers o n s in the family is higher
than in any other province - an add ed burden on their resources.
'rn e nUIllber of single pare n t families he a d ed b y female s i n
St . John ' s i s 2 ,050 , representing 10 perc ent of the total popu l a t i o n
of families of 19 ,565. The 2 , 05 0 families headed by femal es are
responsible for 5,005 children or 8 percent of the total n umbe r of
children (61 ,595) i n St. .rohn' .s . I n c o n trast there are only 365
f ami l ies headed b y males with 1 , 0 80 c h i ldren . (Statist i c s Ca n a d a
Cens us 1976) .
S inc e it i s now established. that 10 percen t of the population
o f St . J o hn 's may be living in conditions of s ome difficulty, we
s ho u l d discuss e x a c t l y what the problem factors are in order to see
h ow they might have an effect on the self concept of the women
experienc i ng them.
One of the most i mpor tan t concerns for any family i s the question
of i ts e conomi c viability. If the breadwinner f ails to provide
adequately, the personal pride of that breadwinner is damag ed and he
has a poor o p i n i o n o f himself. 'rne female family head a lso in t.~e
same position , may have the s ame f eelings.
It is known that one-parent families are predominately poor
fami lies , a nd that those h e a d ed by fem a les are poorer than those
headed by males : the incidence of poverty in 1974 in tw o-p a r en t
families wa s 12 . 7 percent but in one-parent families it wa s S3
pe rce n t . Of the one-parent families , 42 percen t were h eaded by
f emales. (Statistic s Ca nad a Su rvey o f consumer Finances , 1974).
Th e low income of the s e families is a great hardship to those
who we r e onc e par t o f a dual parent f ami ly , and had become accu stomed
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to a higher standard of living_ In all likelihood , the expenses of
maintaining a one-parent family are almost as high as for a two-parent
family . and the problem is worse for women who are less likely to be
able to earn as high an income as the male.
The ability to find and keep a job is part of the same fee ling
of esteem felt by the breadwinner. This study will show whether or
not the female head has the same feelings and if they are affected by
not working. Nye and Hoffman (1963: 49) found that the primary reason
most women worked was for some short t erm financial reason, so possibly
the same feeling of obligation to be the main provider is not present
in the single parent females, even though they are family heads.
The work patterns of women are very different from those of males
for various reasons. There is more disruption of job continuity
because of child raising, and traditional attitudes tend to channel
'W'Omen into jobs requiring less training than those jobs chosen by
males, thus yielding a low income for women. Discrimination against
women by employers and a lack of adequate day care are other factors
against women when it becomes necessary for them to earn their own
living. The Canadian Council on Social Development noted that in
1974, 89 percent of male single parents were employed ful l time, but
only 45 percent of female single parents. The rest were obliged to •
accept social assistance or other transfer payments, when undoubtedly
many of these women would have preferred. to work given the right
circumstances . The question arises as to what effect the inadequacies
of earning a low income or having to accept social assistance have on
the self concept of women as providers, and this question will be
examined. later in the analysis of the data.
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There are other important areas o f concern when s tudying possible
problem areas for the woman in the one-parent fami ly .
As a fami ly member , we can assume that a woman 's estimation of
herself a s a s uccess or fa i l ure comes f r om her demo ns tra ted abi l i ty
to perform the u sual roles a t tr i b u ted to the wi f e and mother. S i n c e
societal norms have establ ished that women shou l d be good wi ves and
mothers, there i s p ressure to conform and censure for thos e who d o no t .
The lone f emale parent and fami ly head has the same roles to car ry out
in keeping house and in child raising as her married counterpar t , b u t
she has to perform them without the suppor t and help of a partner.
She wil l be l e s s likely to have a mutual ly satisfyi ng relationship
wi t h an adult male , ei ther i n the sexu a l sense , or in the c lose
e motiona l r ela tionship sense o f being able to g i ve and r e c e ive
emotional support p roviding a fee ling of being va lued as a person.
Recreation and social activities a re likely to be curtai led too ,
since a woman a lone is not usual among couples and may even pose a
threat to some o f the married women. As a result of f ailing t o ke e p
up a social l i f e of her own , the woman alone may t end to f e el re jected
and l o ne l y , and somewhat less of a pe r son in her own estimation. These
genera l i zatio ns may, o f cours e, not a p p l y in i ndividual cas e s , and t he
different marital statuses of the l o ne mother wi l l have varying e f fects
on the self concept.
For example , for the separated o r deserted. wife the r e wou j.d be a
feeling of rejection . since the absent spouse obviously did not wan t
to live with her; for the divorced there would be tra uma of ending
a relationship a nd making tihe necessary pe rsonal ad justments a lone ;
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for the widowed there would be the grief of l o s i ng a partner. and while
there might not be any feeling of self blame there might be a lack of
self confidence in handling affairs that were previously dealt with
by the ma le ; and for the single woman there might possibly be a sense
of failure in having made a "mistake".
It would not be surprising then if the lone female appeared to
be less sure of herself and somewhat unsatisfied with herself 'as a
person and a mot he r.
A note o f c a u t ion shou ld be i nter jected he r e, against mak ing
the assumption that all women i n one-parent families experience
negative effects. It is likely that in cases where l i v i ng with a
partner meant violence , mental cruelty or continuous alcoholism , the
separation from such a partner could bring only a sense of freedom and
relief, and would perhaps provide the woman alone with an opportunity
to develop strengths which had not existed before .
since very l i t t l e is known about the self concept of the female
in the one-parent fami ly . except that which can be i n f e r r ed because of
the stresses and s trains she may undergo, there is a need for r e s e a r c h
to discover if i n fact the female fami ly head fee ls any different about
herself as a pare nt and person than the married female when the same
fa,l'Iily roles are e xami ne d and assessed f o r the degree of satisfaction
they bring.
In this chapter , the single parent family has been described in
t.e rmc of its demographic characteristics. It has been demonstrated
that single parent families tend to be poor, and headed by females ,
and that these factors tend to predispose the family to problems in
family living .
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In the fo l lowing chapter, a review of the literature wi l l show
how the s ingle parent family i s represented in the fam ily li t e r a t ure .
Emphasis will be given to those writers who ha v e discussed the stress-
ful effects on the self of the one-parent fami ly situation , but the
positive effects o f being a one-parent family wi ll a lso be shown.
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Chapter 2
LITE RATURE REVIE'I'
Th e literature d e s c ribes the one-parent fami l y in some d e tai L
There arc many descriptions of their financi al de p ri va t i o n , poor
housing. and problems of raising children, (Roya l Commis s i o n on the
Status of Women in Canada 1970, Schlesinger 19 72 . ) , and yet very little
has been written about the ef f ects of these fac tor s on the mot.hcr
....ith regard to her self concept as an adequa t e. person and parent .
It seems that the tangible factors are much e a s i e r to document , whereas
there are problems involved in measuring an e mo t i o na l process, resulting
in a neglect of this aspect .
Ho....ever . there a r e many ins tances in wh i c h l on eliness, inadequacy ,
stres s, f eelings of rejection, lack of self con f i de n c e , deprivation and
guilt are mentioned, and they will be n o ted i n the £ollO\.,ing review.
La t er i n t h is thesis the c umula tiv e ef f ect of the above factors o n the
self concep t o f the mo t h e r will be e x ami ned and the e f f ec t upon the
perfo rmanc e of her h o u s e hold tasks and r oles will be aases.sed ,
It wa s noted in the p r e v ious chapter that most one-parent families
h ead e d b y women are poor . 1\11 aspects of li fe ar e affected by the
fact o f being forced to live in poverty , the mos t; important of wh Lch
is the f e a Li nq of inadequa cy and fa ilure af fecting the mother , at
b eing unab t e to provid e s u f f i c ient mon ey to n e e t; the needs o f herself
e nd her c h ild r e n . As descr Ibed by uaescten 0 ') 6':1), s ome mothers were
r cqu Lar-Ly hum i l i ated by bei ng unable to provide e XU<lS of their children
such .:IS rYlney fOI: t rip s o rga nized by the s c ho o l, uniforms for Cubs ,
Bny...n i e s , swimm i n'] l e s s o n s und presents a t Christmas and b i r thda y
t i me .... 'r he y we r e ups-et t oo wh" n the i r c h i ldre n s uffered f uz chez- s b c rae
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in school, for wearing second hand clothing , or being unable to take
into class things the t e a c he r had asked for . such as money for cookery
or sewing l e s s o n s , or a bulb for nature study .
Because the mother a lone is more l i k e l y to be poor . a simple
solution wou l d be to find emp loymen t . Howe ver thi s is not an easy
a ns wer to the problem , espe c i ally no t for a woman br i nging up c h i l d r e n
a lone. Wome n i n the work world suffer f rom a n umber of disadvantages ,
the most severe being the poor preparation most females have towards
obtaining interesting and lucrative employment. Although attitudes
are changing now, as described by Stephenson (1977) and Daly (1975)
the majority of women are still educated to think of work as something
they do to fill in the time before mar riage - the kind of work yielding
a low i nc ome , a nd which i s lower for women than men do i ng the same j ob .
Furthermore , i n her study of wages of women in Canada , McDonald
(1977 :181) stated these disturbing facts:-
"The problem is not just that women are paid less than men
for doing the same job , or that the better the job, the
less l ikely it is that women will be doing it at all . Less
obvious is the fact that the gap in wages and salaries
between women and men is increasing .•• . it actually
doubled between 19 55 and 1969."
Women are a lso fired from their jobs more often than men because
employers be lieve i n the myth that women are unreliable as workers
because of their fami ly responsibi lities. The National Counci l of
Welfare has a lso commented in this tendency , and to counteract it
have used figures from. a study of the Public Service in Canada in 19 70
in which it is shown that only 1. 24 days more leave is taken each year
by women than men - a difference of 10 hours, thus sho....ing that there
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is no basis for discriminating ag a inst women o n the grounds that
the y are unreliable workers.
Other sources of stress arise .....hen the mother alone has to cope
.....ith certain aspects of child rearing .....hich are traditionally the
father 's role. Mothers who "c an ' t mend bicycles and make r abbi t
hutches" f e el inadequate, and e ve n mor e at a los s when unable to
discipline their c h i ldre n - a s o ne mother said "I c an 't tell them off
enough, they don't lislen to me. We argue a l o t a nd they about, back
at me. They would never have done that with their father h e r e " .
(Fe r r i 1976:72.)
The social isolation of the s i ng l e parent, is a source of s t r a i n ,
and another factor contri bu t ing to f eeling s of inadequacy and dis-
s a t i s f a c tio n .....ith the se l f . It i s normal and neces s ary to need t ime
for recreation away from one ' s work, to prevent depletion of the s e l f ,
and yet for the mother a lone, this kind of activity is difficu lt to
arrange - fo r financial reasons , and for s oci a l reas on s because the
s i ng l e pers on is not e as i l y acc epted into the world of couples .
There i s a ne e d t oo, (or adult relatio ns hips, espec i a l l y with a
reemb er of the opposi t e sex , and t.h i s need cannot be met while in the
constant c o mpa ny of children. MClysden (19 69:143) de scribes t he probl e m
in thes e t e rms:-
"Mo s t mothers , howe ver , e ven tho s e g l ad t o b e rid of their
huc b ond e , s e e med t o have momen ts of l oneline s s, b rought on
by t h i nking wha t might have been , or fco m sheer h abit if
no th i ng mor e , The y missed a man to d ecorate , to do the
ga r d en . to mend f uses . we e kends , Sa t urda y no r nings ,
Sunday mor n i ngs when children were s een out wi th their
t c tnc r s - - - the sight of <l young couple holding hands,
their own children p La y Lnq "mother s and fathers ', f arni Ly
'1 -
shows on television, shopping for furniture, ....ere all
likely to raise a lump in the throat or even bring tears.
And for those with yOWlg children, evenings were a trying
time. Mothers felt they lacked SOInebody to talk to about
adult matters, sex, the neighbours ."
The effects of loneliness , deprivation and change of status
after separation are described by Hopkinson (1973) in a study of female
single parent families in London, England. She said that the new and
unexpected changes imposed upon the old wa y of life can lead to a
"Who am 11" reaction , combined with feelings of i nadequacy about the
self.
Feelings of loneliness are compounded by sociata l attitudes which
actively reject the single parent, making it more difficult than ever
to function normally. 'rtiese feelings are discussed by Marsden (1969:129)
who said:-
"A majority spoke of changes in their relationships with
friends and neighbours, who seemed to stigmatize the
family in some way, tending to isolate it from help - - -
unmarried mothers felt they were regarded as sexually
loose , and widows that they were to be pitied . and cast
a blight on any company they were in; while separated and.
divorced wives comp lained of e lements of both these
reactions from the cormlunity. "
It seems almost as though by being different, the one-parent
family also seems strange in the eyes of the community. Referring
to the role of the female single parent, Brandwein (1974 :499) said
that she is forced to playa "deviant gender role " and suffers from
' s t i gmat i za t i o n ' within the community. As the one-parent family is
considered abnormal, then the female head of a one-parent family is
doub l y abnormal - to be looked upon with mistrust. Brandwein also
notes that the terms "deviant" and "pathological" arc used in
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sociological literature , as well as the terms "broken" , "d i s o r g a n i ze d "
or "disintegrated", rather than recognising the one-parent fami ly as
an alternative viable family form. The assumption that s ingle parents
are failures is also mentioned by Schlesinger (1974) who said that in
addition to their isolation , single parents are mistrusted and l oo ked
upon with suspicion by l and l o r d s, we lfare personnel and society in
general .
In spite of th~ negative emotional effects of becoming a s ingle
parent, it should not be forgotten that for some people the effects
are quite beneficial. Marsden (1 9 69 :142) recorded this effect while
i nterviewing divorced women. One woman said, "When he went out of t he
door it was a s if a chain dropped. off me" , and another said ironically,
" I don 't miss him, he was never here to miss". In the fina l section
of his report on One-Parent Families in Britain, Finer (1974:426)
said:-
" Many of the parents and chi ldren in s uch families are
successful in their own relationships, form rewarding
relationships with others , attain a level of happiness
which in no way differentiates them from other famil ies
- - - in the community - - - for - - - the withdrawal
of a violent husband and father - may create better
even if sti l l unsatisfactory conditions in the home
than existed previously."
Other writers have stressed the point that marriage is not a
sui table setting i n which women can develop a good self concept.
Many women have been reared to be compliant and to think of the
comfort of others before their own. I n a fami ly setting it becomes
easy for a mother to be on fu ll time duty for others with no time
to pursue interests of her own . This point is made by Bernard (1 9 7 : )
who said that the cultural expectation of women is that they should
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give up more o f themselves in marriage than the male. She notes that
single women a r e more confident and i nd epend e n t because they have
been able to deve lop their abilities without hindrance f rom the
demands of a par tner, or guilt feeling that they are being neglectful
of another person. Bernard 's theory is also supported by Bendo and
Fe ldman (1974) in the i r study on the s elf concept of l ow income
women , wi th and wi tho u t husbands present . They discovered that women
withou t. husbands had developed a strong self concept. and strong
identi t y , b u t tha t mar ried women, a l tho ugh having more sat i s fac tion
wi th their role as wi f e than the women withou t hus bands , had l ess
confidence in decision making and a weaker self concept.
Attitudes toward s unwed pregnancy are c hanging rapidly , so that
women who wish to have children and r ema i n s ingle do so, wi thou t
worrying what o thers think . Adams (1976 ) said that single people have
an adva ntage over married people in that they can choose fo r the mselv e s
what the y want to do , and that such choosing is a sign of stren~th
and confidence in one 's own ident.ity . Another advocate of the singla
way of li fe e Ls o s upports this attitude by saying that the decision
to l i v e alone is a n i ndic a t i on of a pe r s on' s ho ne s t y and co urage in the
face of conf l ic t i ng pressures from s o c i e ty . She gave a vivid account
of the difficul ties experienced by the sing le mother who attempted to
mai nta i n her independence whi le car ing f o r he r smal l chi ld i n a wor ld
dea i qned for couples. In spite of the pressures upo n her s he felt
that it was not worth risking the uncertainties of marriage and
recommended the single state. (Klein , 197 3 .)
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In summary , this literature review has presented diverging views
on the one-parent family - the first concentrating on negative aspects,
and the second on positive factors .
Those writers who described the detrimental effects of being a
one-pa r e n t fam ily have seen the problem in terms of de pr i va t i on . The
single parent i s seen as being Wlable to provide adequate material
benefits for herself and her children because of her inadequate
income. She is seen as the victim o f employment practices which
keep her in low paid and non-rewarding work. Her fears about her
adequacy in bringing up children without a f a the r are expressed as
are her feelings of social isolation, loneliness and rejection . The
other view of the single parent family is posLt.Lve , stressing the
beneficial effects of l i v i ng alone - a situation co ndusive to the
creation of independence and freedom of choice for women which he lps
them to grow as people .
In the following chapter , theories will be discussed which wi l l
provide the basis and r a t i o na l e for the interpretation of the data
in the study.
Taking the view that the single parent family situation is a
problem situation , as shown in the litera t ure, hypotheses will be
generated concerning the amount; of satisfaction sing le parents fee l
in t.~e accomplishment of their family roles , as compared to a
comparison group of married women.
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Chapter 3
THEORY MID HYPOTIlESES
In order to understand how the performance of roles can affect
the self concept , some guidel ines are necessary. These guidelines
are to be f ound in theo ries previously developed on the self , an d i n
role theories .
The interactive effects of self and role are important to this
thesis, and a theory dealing with such interaction is found in
Symbolic Interaction, a theory with it's roots both in Psychology
and Sociology , beginning it's deveIopment; in the 1930's . (Kuhn , 1967 ) .
Symbolic Interaction attempts to explain how the person 's idea
of himself is shaped by his experiences with others i n his environment.
If the individual perceives that responses from others are positive ,
he will adjust his self conception to a positive approval of himself ,
and such approval of self and its accompanying air of self confidence ,
in turn influences others to react favourably to him . A series of
negative experiences may have the oppos.tee effect of convincing the
self that he is ineffective as a person, and his negative attitude
toward himself wil l cause others to react negatively toward him.
The continuous, circular nature of this theory is especial ly
relevant in this study where it is hypothesized that becoming a
one-parent family will bring a set of unwanted negative experiences
which in their cumulative effect may cause changes in the self concept
by devaluing the person in his own eyes .
In defining the term "self concept: it should be remembered that
as a theoretical construct the term has been used in a variety of ways
by social psychologists.
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In this study , the term "self concept" means the woman's idea
of herself which is shaped by the roles she performs. If the roles
are performed we l l, a qood self concept wi l l result , and i f they are
performed poorly, a poor self concept will result . The self i s seen
in this study a lso a s being able to form an attitude toward i tself.
This attitude towards itself is the self conception or se l f concept ,
whic h has been arrived a t afte r a series of interactions wi th the
environmen t ,
References to the self as shaped by societal i n t e r act i on and the
self 's attitude towards himself as a result of that in t era ction are
to be found in cooley 's " s el f- f e el i ng" wh i c h creates a social ly shaped
"social I", (Cooley , 1967) and Me ad' s idea of the self a s "an individua l
(who) may act socia lly toward himself, just as toward others . He may
praise, blame or encourage himself; he may become disgusted with himself;
may seek to pun i.ah himself, and so forth ." (Meltzer , 1967 : 9 ) . This
thesis examines the self in the roles of wife and parent and makes
an assessment of the wife and mother 's self evalua t ion o f thes e roles .
A definition of the concept of role , as used in thi s study can be
expressed simply. It is co ncerned wi t h the co n tent o f a role , or wha t
i s done by the incumb e n t of that r ole . This i s a s t a t ic or s t r uctural
v i e w of ro le as described by He i s s (1 963 : 3 ) as "a p rescripti on for
behaviour assoc iated with particular statuses" , and by Nye, (1 9 76 )
who was concerned with developing a consensus on the content of family
roles and how they should be performed , as perceived by the community .
I n these terms, the idea of role is a set of expectations of a person '
who occupies a particular social identity , and which could also be
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thought of a set o f rights and duties. Presumably, roles a lso bring
about reward f or their enactment , and as a parent , the fami ly roles
would being satisfaction in providing a setting for the adequate
nurturing of c h ildren , as in supplying their physical and emotional
needs . To the self , being part of a fami ly would involve other
personally r eward i ng aspects of the fami ly role , such as giving and
receiving love and understanding, and having interesting social
activities . Any diminution or inadequacy of performance i n these
roles as may be experienc e d by the sing le f emale parent may partly
e l imi na te the rewarding aspec t of the role s.
There a r e some key roles affec t ing the self concept and the se
a re the roles which are the mos t relevant in defin ing who the person
is. Success or failure in these roles i s crucial to the person's
idea of himself a s a personal success or failure. Marita l status,
family relationships a nd work roles a re f undamental to the sel f image
of an adult . This was shown in a study conducted in 1945 by Kuhn ,
who posed the question , "Who am I? " to a random sample of a dults ,
in his 'IWenty Statements Test. (Kuhn 1954 ) . The respondents in
this test were a l lowed to answer the question with up to twenty
statements , wh ich the y cou ld mak e in any o r de r. The int e r esting
fac t a rose that t hose roles mentio ne d with g reater freque nc y than
any other were: a ll types of family r e lationships, ma r i tal status
and ro le , and work r o l e identity .
These are precisely the same areas where the single female
par-ent; will have experienced changes and where her image of he rself
is most vulnerable because of those changes.
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Having examined theories and definitions of self and r ole and
discussed the relevance of each to the shaping of the self, some
references from the literature will illustrate how the theory of
Symbolic Interaction has been used fonnerly by others to show the
effect on the s e lf of the interplay of self wi th role .
On the p remise that the single parent fami ly will have experienced
changes i n their l i f e s t y l e a nd that those changes may have caused
stress it is per t inent to quo te So lomon (1973:298) at thi s point .
He said: - " Self conception is in part the i n ter na l ization of s ome of
the imperati ves of a role" , and that socialization to a r ole involve s
a change i n the self conception of the i nd i v i d ual. He gave as a n
example the stress f elt by new doctors and infantry recruits while
learning to behave in a manner congruent with th"!ir new role .
For a single parent facing the crisis of beginning a new life
the ideas of Strauss (1959) have relevance. He discusses changes i n
lifestyle in t erms of "turning points" . He says that one's i de n t i ty
is constantly c ha nging in order t o adap t to new li f e situa t ions , a nd
that reaching a t urn i ng point forces a n i nd ividua l to r ecog ni s e changes
in the self . The un f o rtun ate conseque nce of this can be "misaligrunent"
of the ne w se l f with the old , causi ng "s ho c k, c hagr in , a nx i e t y , t ension ,
ba f fl e ment a nd self ques tion ing" .
The disturb i ng e lement to the self during changes has also been Y
noted by Sherif (1 968 :154 ). He said t ha t a pe rson 's view of himself
is "dependent on the stability of the t i e s . roles commitments a nd
orientations that compose it:. He described these ties as "anchorages"
and said that any disruption of these anchorages could lead to
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uncertainty and anxiety - "experimental evidence shows that the
loss of stable anchorages in the person 's surroundings arouse feelings
of uncertainty a nd insecurity, causing him to floWlder about in efforts
to restore his sense of personal stabili ty" . He noted too, that the
deeper the person 's involvement with his role, the eore resistant to
change he will be . For wives who are deserted unexpectedly , or wives
who have been married for a long time before the l o s s of their h usbands,
this concept has r e levance in that adjus tInent to single stat us will
t a ke a long time . For a l l sing le parent fem a les, the concept of
change i n troduc e s a n i mmediate s o u r ce o f stress , beca use f o rme r way s
o f behaving are now i r r ele v an t , a nd ne w way s must be f ound whi c h may
be frightening and unfami liar. Th e s e lf is ca l led upon to change
it 's view of itself, and the comparison with the old self may no t be
f a vo urable - a s no t ed also by Turner (1970: 31 ). He said "the self
conception conveys certain roles that an individual should pla y in
the family or group . When the roles ac tually played a re di f ferent ,
the resulting self-image becomes a matter of attention and compar Lso n
....ith the self conception."
The female single parent is in the difficult posi tion of havi ng
t o play the rol es she i s accustomed to i n addition to playing others
un f amili a r and strange t o her.
The ro les used as a basis fo r r e s e arc h i n this study a re tho s e «
ro les which were defined by Nye (1976) in a study carried out i n the
State of Washing ton. Nye first reviewed the family literature and
also obtained r e s po n s e s from the community before identifying eight
different roles usually carried out as spouse or parent . These
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roles were provider , ho usekeeper , child care , c h i ld socialization ,
sexual, recreational , therapeutic and kinship, as normal ly per formed
with two parents . The one-parent fam ily s itua t ion requires the
female parent to p e r f o rm the wife 's and the husband 's roles - a
double set of roles now b e come the wi fe 's responsibi lity, and i t is
un j.Lke .Ly that she wil l per f orm we l l in a l l of them since s he has not
been prepared to cope with the male 's family roles as wel l as her own .
The provider role was concer ned with who earned the family inc ome
and how a d e qua t e that income seemed to be to the breadwinner. The
female single parent wi ll certainly find difficulty in providing the
same amount of inc ome as a married pair.
The ho usekeeper role included cooking, cleaning , mending , shopping ,
and care of c lothing and household equipment , but the woman alone wi l l
probably have less time and e nergy for her housework than her married
counterpart.
The child c are role included all activities concerned wi th the
physical needs of the chi ld - keeping the chi ld c lean , fed , a nd wa rm ,
as well as protected from physical danger. Chi ld socialization ,
another aspect of this r ole was concerned wi th teaching the chi ld
" wh a t is r ight and wrong , deve loping in them a sense o f responsibili ty ,
developing competence in eating a nd dressing properly, i n doing schoo l
work and generally i nteracting with others" . (Nye, 1976:33). ~~ithout
a partner , the woma n single parent wi ll f i nd more difficulty i n
discharging these functions effectively .
The sexua l role , in Nye 's terms mea nt being able to meet the
sexual needs of a partner, and the therapeutic role dealt with the
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ability to give and receive help and advice with problems. The
WOlllan alone will have limited opportunities for a satisfying sexual
and mutually supportive relationship with a member of the opposite
The recreationa l role included who actually organized the fami ly
recreation, a nd how wel l this was done , another problem for the single
parent who wi l l have limited funds and opportunities for p roviding
recreation f or hers e l f and her chi l dren .
All of t hese roles , with the e xcep tion of k i ns h i p role wi ll be
used in this s tudy as roles normally p e r f o rmed b y the f emale s i ng le
parent and the marr i e d woman .
In Nye 's analysis , severa l different aspects of the concept of
role were studied, and they were:- what was the usual content of a
role (Le. , wha t is done and who should do it); how the individual
behaved while doing it; to what degree they are COlllJIIitted to the
role; the evaluation of their own and the spouse 's enactment of the
role; the exten t to which the r ole causes worry; the exten t to which
it causes conflict; and the outcome of the r o l e .
This s tudy wi ll focus o n one a s pec t of his analysis , the self
evaluation of t h e family roles for both the female single p a r e n t
and the married woman, and will try to measure to wh a t e xtent the
respondents fe lt they were satisfied with themselves as adequate in
that role , at the point in when which t hey replied to the questions .
A comparison wil l be made of the responses of the single parent family
with the responses of the two parent family.
Having established in the problem statement at the beginning of
thi s the sis, that the sinqle parent female tends to suffer financial ,
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social and emotional disadvantage, and having examined the theory
of Symbolic Interaction as a way of understanding what might happen
to the self of the single parent female as a result of the interplay
of self with role , a general proposition, or central s tateeent; of
this thesis can be made:-
It is likely that the female single parent will suffer from a poor
self concept due to a lack of satisfaction with her position as a
lone household head. This lack of satisfaction will arise because
of the difficul ty of coping alone with family roles normally requiri ng
two people for their adequate accomplishment. The consequent dis-
satisfaction with the performance of family roles by the woman a lone
will adversely affect her self concept as a competent and adequate
parent and person.
The assumption is made for the pur'poae of this thesis , that the
female subject's concept of herself can, in fact be inferred fram
her self rating of adequacy or inadequacy about something she does.
Because the self concept is a theoretical construct and cannot be
directly measured, its effect can only inferred by measuring a
tangible action . As already shown, the inference that self concept....
is strongly related to performance of role has been made formerly
by Solomon (l973), Sherif (1968), and Mulford and salisbury (1 96 4) .
It should be mentioned also that there are other roles which
could be examined as having an effect on the self concept, but at
t.his t.ime the intent is to use only seven family roles identified
by Nyc, (1976) as a measure of the self.
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S ince " s el f concept " a nd " r o l e" , as used in the g e n e r a l
proposition of this thesis are general terms, they need to be
measured more exactly. This can be done by using the specific ,
testable, hypotheses which fol low.
Th e first ma j or ro le is the role of p rovider , o r earner of the
family income. It has been demons trated that the fema le single
parent will tend to h a v e less income at her disposa l than the married
woman, and because of this, as stated in t h e p ropos I tion, wil l he
unsatisfied wit h h e r abili ties as provider of the f amily income .
It was decided that three h ypothe ses would adequately t es t th«
co ncept o f the prov i d e r ro l e , as one wouj.d be needed to help d e termi ne
who performed the r o l e, one wo uld test the amount of satisfaction with
t h e role , and the third would elicit a response about the adequacy o f
the income.
The first hypothesis was that tile fem ale one-parent family head
wo u l d be less likely to earn the family i ncome than the comp arison
g roup of married women wh o s e i n c ome if earned would be c ombi n e d wi th
their husbands.
The problems o f l one fema le parents are likely to b e Lnadequat;e
day care , unsympathetic emp loyers and low wa g e s . These fac tors
Combined make it ve ry l i kely t.hat; the lone female parent wou ld find },
i t cheaper t o stay at home and accept we lfare than to try t o earn a
living.
The second hypo chea i s was that the female one-parent fam i ly
head would be l e s s likely than the married woman to e xpress satisfaction
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with her performance of the provider role. Since it was known that
a high proportion of female single parents were unable to work and
had to rely on social assistance; and when they did work , the l e v e l
of income was generally low. The question testing this hypothesis
asked the respondent to rate her satisfaction with the role , i f i n
fact she wa s the only one to carry it out. This was an effo r t to
obtain only the r e s po ns e s of the .single parent or married woma n who
took total respons i bility for t he r o l e .
The t hird hy po the s i s wa s that the female o ne -paren t family he a d
would be l e s s likely than the ma r r i ed woman to rate her income a s
adequate for her f ami l y' s basic needs. The l o w rates of social
assistance and low earning capacity of the majority of l o ne female
family heads c reate the distinct possiblity that dissatisfaction would
be expressed with this role because of insufficient funds for adequate
housekeeping .
The next hypothesis was generated f rom the pr emi s e that good
housekeeping wou ld b e more of a problem f o r the single parent than
the married woman. The hypothesis s t ateac-
The female one-parent family head wou ld be l e s s l i kely than
the married woman to e xpress satisfaction wi th her performance i n
the role of housekeeper .
The reasons for wishing to test this hypothesis arose f rom the
knowledge that the single parent family tends to be lacking in time ,
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financial r esources , good housing and emotional energy to be able
to keep house adequately and therefore would express less satisfaction
with housekeeping activities then her married counterpart - a situation
ably summarized by Marsden (1969). A woman alone may also have the
added disadvantage of feeling that apart from her children, there is
no-one to keep house for, and so may not make a ny special effort to
keep it well.
A single question on how satisfied the r e s pond e nt was with the
way the housework was done was used to test this hypothesis, with
the hope that differences would be shown between the female parent
alone , and the married woman whose husband was present, presumably
providing support and encouragement.
Concerning t he role of pare nt, the single parent female is
obviously at a disadvantage since she will h a v e to try to achieve
good parenting a lone , i n a s ituation where the norm is to have two
parents .
The role of child care, in which the physical needs of the child
are the focus, is one in which the mother plays a major part , whether
or not she is alone. However , it could still be hypothesized that
the mother who t akes a pride i n this role , as mos t mothers do , wo uld
perform the rol e with greater s atisfaction if sufficient funds we r e
available to p rovide a good diet, a variety of clothing and good
med Lca I care. As indicated in the proposition, it is unlikely that
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the single parent female wi ll have as many resources at her disposa l
as the married woman, and this may affect her role as parent .
Three hypotheses were generated f rom this statement concerning
the child care r o l e, and the three were designed to gather information
on who performed the role , how wel l the respondent thought she
performed in the role , and to give an overal l rating o f satisfaction.
The f irst hypothe s i s said that the female one-parent fam i ly head
would b e more l ikely to be in sale charge of the physica l car e of her
chi l dren than the marr ied woman , who would probabl y have s up por t i n
t h i s r ole from her husband.
The question which e lici ted data on thi s hy po thesis wa s conc e r ned
solely wi th who performed the role of child care . wi th the expectation
that fo r the single f ema l e parent , she would be chief person to carry
out this role , with the possibility that the role might be shared
wi th other helpers .
The second hypothesis stated that the female one-parent fam i ly
head wou ld be l e s s likely than the married woman to e xp ress satis f a c t i on
with her performance of the child care role , for the general r e a s o ns
already e xpresse d .
The third hypothe s i s dea l t wi t h an overa l l meas u r e of satisfa c t i o n,
which allowed t he res po nde n t s to rate themselves an d t he po s s i ble
performance of o thers who might ha ve shared the ro le . Th e hypothesis
stated that t he female onc-parent fam i ly head would be l e s s like l y
than the married woman to express satisfaction with the overall
arrangements fo r caring for the physical needs of he r chi ldren.
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A slightly different aspect of the parent role is the child
socialization role, a continuation and e x t e n s i o n of the previous role ,
and is one where the source of satisfaction in performi ng it well i s
even more closely bound up with sharing the role with a partner.
Nye (1976) roun d that the normal expectation in fami lies reg a r d i ng
chi ld socialization was that the father and mother should share
equal ly in this task, a nd that mothers were expected t o deal with
eating and dressing properly whi le f athers s pent more time in t eac hing
their children responsibility and in disciplining them. If this is
the norm, then the mother alone may find the task of sociali zing her
children too g r e a t to manag e wi thout help , espe c i a l l y those who have
son s who need an adult male o n whom to mod e l themselves . 'l'hus,
as indicated in the general proposition , the female one-parent fami ly
head will not be able t o express as much satisfaction with t h e chi ld
socialization r ole as t he married woman .
Three hypotheses were generated to test this statement. Aga i n ,
a set of three was used because one was needed t o show who was the
chief performer of the role, the second to assess the amount o f
satisfaction felt by the respondent, a nd the th ird to provide a n
overa ll rating of satisfaction .
The first hypothesis about who performed the role of ch i ld
soc.t a Lfaa t.Lcn stated that the female one-parent family head would
be more l i kely to be in sole charge of the child socializatio n r o l e
than the married woman who would probably have support in this role
from her husband, on the assumption that the female single parent
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would have no other choic e than to take the main responsibiE ty for
thi s role.
The second hypothesis s ta t ed that the female one-parent family head
would be less likely than the married wanan to express satisfaction with
her performance of the child socialization role, since she has fewer
resources in terms of money and supportive help than those received
by the married woman. The question asked the respondents to rate
their satisfaction with the role only if they were mostly responsible
for it.
The third hypothesis that the female one-parent family head
would be less likely than the married woman to express overall
sat is f a c t i o n with the child socialization role , wa s tested because it
was known that some s i ng l e parent mothers who had to accept help from
others in the performance o f this role would have to bring the
performanc e of others into c on sideration, as well as their own , when
ass e s sing satisfaction with this role.
Hypotheses were generated from the concept of the recreational
role because i t was felt that single parent women would aga in show a
difference from the married woman in the performance of this role
because of the known lack of resources of the single parent . Mothers
alone have the problem of giving their children extra things like
treats and outings and regular recreational a c t i v i t i e s , so that it
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seemed a r e a s o nable assumption that the single parent f amily would
have fewer organized recreational activities than the dual parent
family . Nye suggested that it was usual for the husband to have the
l arg er s hare o f this role , a lthough husband and. wife sharing the
r ole are also ve r y c ommon. (Nye 19 76 ) . In a ny event , the ab s ence
of the husband would make i t more di fficult for the wife alone to take
full responsibili ty for this activity - so a general statement to the
effect that fami ly recreation for single parent fami lies wou ld be l e s s
well organized. than for two parent families would be true.
Three hypotheses were used to test this statement. according to
the same pattern when t e s ting the previous two hypotheses.
The fi r s t dealt with the question of who performed the role of
organize r of the family recrea tion on the premise that the l on e
female parent wo u l d have to do most of the organizing. whi le the marri e d
parents shared the duties. The hypothesis stated:- The female one-
parent family head would be more likely to be in sole charge or
organizing the fami ly r ecreation than the married woman who wou ld
probably have support in this ro le from her husband .
The second hypo thesi s was that t he f emale one-parent fami ly head
would be l e s s l i ke l y t han t he marr ied woman to express s a tisfa c t i on
with he r performance as organizer of the fami ly rec reation . It was
thought that the female single parent wou ld be in the sole charge of
this activi ty. a nd if so she was asked. to r a t e her degree of s atis-
faction with herself as chief organizer.
The third hypothesis was tested by an overall r a ting . The
hypothesis stated that:- the female one-parent family head would be
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less likely than the married woman to express overall satisfaction
as organizer of the family recreation.
This hypothesis tested the possibility that the overall rating
might be different from the rating when the respondent had sole
charge , since the respondent would have to take the performance of
others into account . as well as her own . when rating the degree o f
satisfaction .
Although Nye (1976) found tha t; the sexual role he ld sli ghtly
les s importance to women than to men . the assumption could be made
that in the absence of a male partner, and as stated in the proposi tion ,
the fema le alone would certainly miss the opportunities f o r a c lose
emotional relationship and for sexual intercourse. To be able to
maintain a successful relationship with a me!llber of the opposite sex .
over a period o f time is a matter of pride , for those to whom s uch
relationships a r e impo r tan t . The l os s of the r e l a t i o ns h i p mi ght be
a b low to the e go in some cases . whe r e the re lationship wa s t ermina t e d
without expla na t i o n or because another woman seemed more attractive.
A sense of persona l failure might e ns ue at the loss . even tho ug h the
relationship might not have been perfect while it existed .
The term "s e x ua l role" as it is used i n this hypothesis mea ns
meeting the ne eds of a sexual partner . and the hypothesis on this
concept stated: - the female one-parent family head would be l e s s
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likely than the married woman t o express satisfaction with her
performance of the sexual role.
In testing this statement o ne ques tion o n l y wa s necessary to
discover if i n fact there was an existing relationship for the
mother a lone, a nd i f s o , how satisfied she would b e wi th h e r part
i n it.
The need for a mutual ly supportive relationship and the need
for companionship and someone to talk over problems with , is a
universal hwnan need . This need can be met in what Nyc calls the
therapeutic r ole , where special personal problems or family problems
can be talked over with another a dult, presumably the h u s b a nd.
Blood and Wolfe describe thd s role; - "People need opportuni t i e s
for catharsis , fo r ventilating their fee lings , for help i n
interpreting their d ifficul t ies , for emotional support a nd encourage-
ment . Where can such a lifetime therapy-as-needed be found better
than i n marriage? " (Blood and Wolfe 1960: 180). Presumabl y the woman
alone wi l l not have this outle t to the same extent , al thoug h she ma y
find substitutes for the missing partner. Nye 's therapeutic r ole
was tested by two hypotheses.
The first mad e a s tatement about the amount of therapeutic
help t h e woman was able to give. The term " the r a p eu t i c agent"
in the following hypothesis means activities of listeni ng to and
helping with the problems of the husband or some other adult with
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whom there is a deep personal relationship. The hypothesis was:-
The female one-parent family head would be less likely than the
married woman to express satisfaction with her performance in the
role of therapeutic agent.
A second hypothesis was generated concerning the amount of help
the woman might receive , as this aspect of the therapeutic role was
considered vital to the well being of the individual since its
benefits are derived from its reciprocal and mutally supportive
nature. Where no regular partner was present, the respondents were
asked to think of another adult with whom they were emotional ly
close. The hypothesis stated:- The female one-parent fami ly head
would be less likely than the married woman to express satisfaction
with therapeutic help received.
'J\.,10 other hypothesis, not derived from Nye 's fami ly roles were
developed to find ways of expressing the total view of satisfaction
as expressed by the respondents.
The first hypothesis compared the responses of single and dual
parents in a consideration of an overall feeling of either satis-
faction or dissatisfaction with l i f e which might reveal the i ndividual's
attitude to life and consequent ly their own self concept in that l i f e .
'I'he question was asked "Al l things considered, how satisfied are you
with your life genera lly?" - testing the hypothesis which stated:-
The female one-parent family head would be less likely than the
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married woman to express satisfaction wi th l i f e in qeneral , since
presumably one will alr e a dy have rated herself lower on most of the
previous questions, and the lower rat i n g will appear again on this
question.
The last h ypothe sis concerned wi th a n overall measure of
s atisfac tion , planne d to c ompa re single parents on ly in their de gr e e
of satisfaction, with the question above asking f o r a rating of
satisfaction wi th l i f e general l y . A special ly computed me a sure of
s atisfaction for s ingle parents o n l y will be used i n this process ,
and its comp u ta t i o n will be described in Chapter 4 .
The hypothesis states :- An overall measure o f satisfaction as
computed from the data on a ll the hypotheses wou l d s h ow similarities
with the results from the hypo the s i s on sati sfaction with li f e
generally . Th is hypothesis wou ld be a t e s t of the overall consistency
of r atings of satisfaction, Le. it would be expected that i f single
parents responded in g eneral to a l l the questions that they were le s s
satisfied than dual parents , then they wou ld also r e s pond that the y
were less satisfied with life in genera l than dual parents .
The hypotheses set out above r e p r e s e n t statements derived from
the general proposition of this thesis.
That proposi tion stated that the sing le parent female wi l l b e
l e s s likely to r a t e herself as satisfied wi th her per formance o f
family roles than her married counterpart in the same roles .
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Each hypothesis can now be tested empirically by asking
questions of respondents who are single parent women and respondents
who are married women.
In the fol lowing chapter , the methods used for gathering and
processing the data , and for testing the hypotiheaea will be described.
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Chapter 4
METHODOLOGY
The sample
Since there was no population l i s t of one-parent families
living i n St. John 's from which a sample could be taken, the subjects
were obtained from a random sample from Polk's 1977 City of St. Jolm 's
Directory. The aim was to begin with a sufficiently large sample which
would ultimately provide 100 single parent families and 100 dual
parent families after the expected elimination of many who did no t
fit the r equirements of the study. The sampling procedure was carried
out on two levels, the first group of subjects being picked from t he
City Di rec tory, the second group obta ined by referral from the f i r s t
group .
The first level of sampling proceeded as follows; using the
lowest number of series of randomly generated numbers - the lowest
number was 6, - every 60th name was picked from the directory until
the entire population was sampled . In this way, 750 names were
obtained , with their accompanying addresses , and telephone numbers.
Telephone calls were then made t o a ll those in the sample t o
establish a commitment from them to accept a questionnaire and
answer it. The subjects were given details about the study, and
were asked if they had children up to the age of 18 years, s i nce
this age was the cutoff point for the part of t h e study about
children. If children of the required age were present, then the
subjects were asked if they would take part in the study by replying
to a questionnaire which would be sent to them in the mail.
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There were some limitations in the method used to find the
s amp l e and in the method of obtaining information from the subjects.
One of the chief disadvantages was having no direct access to
subjects who had children, and this fact led to a lengthy and
difficulty process of contacting many people who did not qualify
as subjects . It was impossible to know in advance whether the
household contacted would be either a dual or single parent.
The phone contact , too , was an uncerte.tn way of getting a
returned questionnaire. since the commitment of the subject was
somewhat tenuous - as shown by the fact that 162 people who said
they would return the questionnaire failed to do so . A personal
interview, although time co ns umi n g would have made sure that most
questions were answered, and the information immediately available
to the researchers.
It was necessary to contact 1147 people in order to obtain
enough subjects for the final sample of single parents and the dual
parent comparison group, and this took six weeks. The actual number
of telephone call was in excess of 1147 , since many contacts required
several calls before a reply could be obtained . The number of 1147
was arrived at when the origina l 750 people in the sample were asked
to refer two other couples, one a one-parent family and the other a
two-parent family who could then be contacted by telephone as
potential subjects.
Of the 1147 people contacted, 656 were unable to take part in
the study for various reasons - the most common of which was having
no school age children or no children at all.
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Altogether, 177 single parent families and 314 dual parent
families agreed to take part in the study, making a total of 49 1
subjects to whom questionnaires were sent . Returned questionnaires
totalled 329, of which 98 were single parent fam ilies and 231 we r e
dual parent , yielding a return rate of 64% for single parent famil ies
and 69% for dual parent families.
The final sample of single and dual parent families obtained
from those subjects who return the questionnaire, were found to b e
demographically similar. as shown in the following table (Table 4.l) .
The Chi Square tes ts for each of the demographic variables showed no
significant differences between the two groups in age, religion ,
education. socio-economic status and other characteristics. leaving
as the on ly real difference between the groups the single or du a l
parent status .
Table 4.1. Comparison o f DeMographic Characteristics of single and dual parent. groups
AGE
Single Dual
Col '
RELIG ION
Single Dual
Col '
EDUCATION
Si ng l e Dual
Col '
SOCIOECONOMIC INDEX·
Single Dual
Col '
20 and 1.0 0.0 xomen 46 .9 40 .1 Grade 8 15 . 3 9 . 0 o - 9 9 . 3 13.5
under Catholic or les s
21 - 25 8 .2 3 .3 Ang l i c a n 24 .5 25 .9 Some High 27.6 26 .5 10 - 19 11.6 10.8
School
26 - 30 12 .2 13.2 Uni ted 16.3 22.2 High School 14.3 15.6 20 - 29 1.2 2.7 w
Church Graduate co,
31 - 35 25 .5 26 .9 Salvation 4.1 1.4 Tr ades 14 .3 8.1 30 - 39 3 . 5 3 .2
Army Train ing
36 - 40 16 .3 23 .6 Other 5 .1 9 .4 S=e 9 .2 8.5 40 - 49 31.4 27 .6
University
Duncan, 0 . 0 . , A Socioeconomic index for occupations .
Continued
Table 4.1. Comparison of Demographic Characteristics of single and dual parent groups
AGE RELIGION EDUCATION SOCIOECONOMIC INDEX "
Single Dual
Col %
Single Dual
Col %
Single Dual
Col '\
Single Dual
Col '\
41 - 50 28.6 25.5 None
Chi Square
significance 0 .2798
level
0. 1887
12.2 26.1
5 . 8 3.2
26.7 23.8
8.1 14.1 w~
2.3 1.1
100 100
0 .7256
50 - 59
70 - 79
80 - 89
60 - 69
6 .2
100
0.0842
7 .1
100
0.9 University
Graduate
Other
100
3.1
100
7 .5
100
8 .2
10 0
50 and
Total
Duncan , 0.0. , A Socioeconomic index for occupations.
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The fo llow up procedure used to maximize the response rate was
similar to that used by Dillman. (Dillman 1972). After the first
mailing of questionnaires, he sent a postcard to each respondent
whether or not they had returned the questionnaire which served the
purpose of a thank you to the subject for taking part in the study
and a reminder to return the questionnaire if they had not already
done so . After this a 3-week letter was sent to all non-respondents,
and then a f inal certified letter including a replacement questionnaire.
In this study the fol low up method was a modified version of
Dillman's . At one week after the mailing of the questionnaire, a
postcard was sent all those who had not returned the questionnaire.
(Appendix C) At the end of two weeks, phone calls were made to each
of the non-respondents asking them to return the questionnaire, and
if they had l o s t or mislaid it , a replacement was sent.
Research instrument
The questionnaire itself was photo-reduced to form a small
attractive booklet of 14 pages , approximate ly six by eight inches in
size, with a map of Newfoundland on the cover as a point of i nterest.
An identification numbe r on the front cover was used to check the
return of the questionnaire. (Appendix A) .
As this study was part of a larger study on the single parent
family, the questions were focussed on three topics, according to
the interests of the three researchers . The topics were ; the
respondents contact with re latives , the respondent's self concept as
a wife and parent , and the socialization and adjustment of children .
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A final section contained questions seeking personal and demographic
inforrna tion.
A pilot study was carried out to pre-test the questionnaire.
Thirty responde n ts were randomly chosen from the telephone book ,
and we r e given a personal interview. Each respondent was ask e d to
ident i fy those q uestions she found difficult o r confusing . When it
was disco vered that some questions were misunderstood consis tently,
then these questions were modified in the f inal version of the
questionnaire.
In the first mailing the questionnaire was accompanied by a
covering le t t e r e xpla i ning the origin a nd purpose of the study, wi th
a stamped , addressed, return envelope. Enclosed also was a slip
wi th space for two names and addresses where the r e s pond e n t cou l d
give the n ame s of t wo o ther families if she wished. (see Appendix 8
for a copy of the covering letter, and Appendix C for a copy of the
s lip which accompanied the questionnaire).
A fur ther thr e e weeks was a llowed for the return of t he
questionnaires before ceasing to accept any further mailings, ma king
the tota l time taken for s ample finding and data co l lection 9 we e ks
and 4 days.
Measurement of the v a r i abl e s
The self concept of the subject was measured by a rating of the
amount of s atisfaction the individual felt with her performance i n
a series o f k e y roles vita l t o the promotion of a good self image .
Each question on the different fami ly roles was treated as a separate
variable and measured separately . The respondent was able to choose
f r om a Ltker t-e t.ype s cale with f i v e catego r i e s of respons e ranging
t hro ug h (1) "very sati s fied", (2) " s ati s f i e d ", ( 3 ) "somewhat satisfied" ,
(4 ) "not sat is f i ed" , t o ( ~) " very un satisfied". In s ome q u e s t i o ns the
s cale ranged. from 1-6 , with the cat eg o r i e s of (l ) "very satisfied" ,
(2 ) " s atis f i ed" , (3) "somewhat s atisfied", (4 ) " no t s a t i s f i ed" ,
(5 ) "very uns a t i s f i ed". and (6 ) "not appli c ab l e " o r " o ther". The
r eplie s cou l d the n be coded for comput e r ana l y sis. The coded replies
were k ey punched on to I BM cards , and these f ormed the d a ta bank .
As described i n the previous chapter, seven of Nye 's f ami l y roles
were u sed as a b a s i s for the respondents estimation of herself as
satisfied i n the roles or not. The roles we r e provider, h o us ek e e p e r ,
c hi ld c a r e , chi ld soci ali za tion. recreation , sexual and t h e r apeu t i c .
Because the focus of thi s the sis was the fema le single parent,
the ques t i o ns were d e signed t o d i s cov e r if in fac t she was the one
....ho actually performed the ro le , s inc e it wa s likely that others would
also be p e rforming some of her ro les as the o nly sol u t i on towards
keeping the s i ng le p a r ent fa:nil y u n i t a v i a b l e one . In the c ase o f
the que stion on income , a catego ry o f "o t he r" allowed f or the fact
tha t t he ....oman migh t not b e the provider of any earne d income, and
in t he que stions on t h e sex ua l a nd therap e utic rol e s the category of
" n o t a p p lica b l e " allowe d f or the possibility that s h e did not have
a ny s uc h r-e La t.Lon uh i p , The q ue s t i ons of child care and chi ld
soc La Li z...tion t oo, a l lowed t he mother to s a y h ow muc h of the role
she per f ormed be f o re ITIdking an e s t imate of how satisf ied she wa s .
Hh c n a ll the r e pl i e s ....e re coded , analysis o f t h e data was begun,
u :in') a " S t a t i stic al P.:lckag.-:o for the Social Sciences" proq r ara . (Ni e
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et a L, 1915). The program Wi.1S run on the Newfoundland and Labrador
computer Services IBM 310 computer.
p...n analysis of the data began with the computation of frequency
t ab l e s, and the means for each variable for single and dual parents
we r e compared .
The Chi square was computed for the categorical data. and the
e-ccsc wa s used as a measure of significance for the continuous
va r i ab l e s. The Pe ars on' s Product Moment Corre lation Coefficient
wa s used to sho w the amount of relationship b e tw e e n the a ns we r s of
s i ng l e and d ua l paren t s i n each vari able.
Next , an o ve ral l measure of satisfaction l abe l l ed "OSAT" was
c omp u t ed. so that i t could be corrrelated. with the hypothesis conc e rn i ng
satisfaction with life generally . using a Pearson 's Product Moment
Correlation Coef f icient.
Twelve variables we r e used , with categories of 1-5. giving a
possible total "OSAT" score of 60 for each case . The individual
scores were total led . to give an overall measure of satisfact ion .
Finally . for each variable in the questionnaire on se l f concept
and on the demogr aphic variables , his tograms we re drawn up to provide
an expl icit visual a id to f u r ther unders tandinq o f t h e material.
In the following chapter . an analysis of the findings will be
made , to see to wha t degree if any , there were differences between
the responses of the single parent sample and the dua l paren t sempfe ,
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Chapter 5
FINDING S
In general, the res ults of the s ta t i s t i c a l tests on the data
confirmed the prediction that the lone female parent would be less
satisfied with her family roles than the married woman. In the
following analysis of the data, each hypothesis will be examined in
terms of it's relationship to the family r o l e s previously described.
An interpretation of the data with regard to its meaning for self
concept will be made. A high rating of satisfaction with the self
will be taken as indicative of satisfaction with the self concept,
and a low rating of satisfaction with the s e l f wil l be regarded as
dissatisfaction with the self concept .
Of the 18 hypotheses tested, 14 s ho we d statistically significant
differences between one-parent and two-parent families, one was border-
line, and only three did not reach signi f icance.
The fo llowing table contains a summary of some of the s tatistica l
results obtained whe n the 18 hypotheses on self concept and fami ly
roles were tested.
The table shows the number of cases, the mean and standard
dev i atidon , fo llowed by the inferential statistics - the t-test and
the Pearson 's Product Moment Correlation Coefficient. A one-tailed
t -test was used since this is appropriate for testing a one-way
hypotihe s i s , i .e. , only one speculation was made in each hypothesis ,
namely that , whatever the findings, the results would be simply "mor e
than" or "less than" that of the comparison group. rather than
"d ifferent than".
Table 5 .2 Summary an d comparison of statis tical f i nding s on satisfaction with ro les
in the single and dual parent family.
Variable Single Parent Dual Parent t
t value Corre1ation*
# cases standard # cases mean standard
(probabiEty, coefficient
mean deviation deviation one tailed) (probabi li ty)
Who earns the 93 5.39 1.27 213 2.08 1. 78
16.24 0.69
family income (0.0001) (0 .00001)
Satisfaction with 6 .24 -0.40
arrangements for 85 2.54 1.332 210 1.57 0.828 (0.0001) (0.00001)
provision of income
Adequacy of income 6.82 -0.39 A98 3.11 1.251 212 2.14 0 .953 ~for basic needs (0.0001) (0.00001) ,
Satisfaction with 97 2.02 0.901 211 2 .08 0.883 -0 .55 0.03housekeeper role (0 .291) (0.2914)
Who does child 95 1. 32 0.688 208 2.00 0.805
-7.17 0 .38
care (0.0001) (0.0000l)
Respondent doing 90 1.68 0.762 159 1. 53 0.625 1.58 - 0 . 10
child care (0.057) (0.047)
The Student's t Dis tribution Co ntinued
Pearson 's Product Moment Correlation Coefficient.
Table 5.2 Surn:nary and comparison of statistical findings on satisfaction with roles
i n the sing le and dual parent family.
variable Single Parent
It cases mean ~:~:~~~n
Dual Parent
It cases mean ~:~:~~n
t value t
(probability,
one tailed)
Correlation·
coefficient
(probability)
Overall s a t is- 3.37 - 0 . 21faction with 95 1.96 0 .886 210 1. 6 2 0.625
ch ild c a re (0.001) (0. 000l)
\oIho doc s child 93 1. 29 0. 669 205 2 .67 0. 6 31 -17 .21 0.70
s ocialization role (0 .0001) (0 .00001)
t:;
Respondent doing 1. 34 -0.10
,
child s ocia liza tion 87 2 .06 0 .768 6 4 1.89 0. 737 (0 .091) (0 . 09 09)
OVerall child 95 2 .02 0.714 209 1. 85 0 .681 1.98 - 0.11
socialization (0 . 024 ) (0 .024 3)
Who organizes 89 1. 36 0.626 209 2. 77 0 .641 - 17. 45 0.71fami l y roccec edon (0 .0001 ) (0 .00001)
Respondent orqaniz- 86 2.34 0 .876 5 3 2.32 0.915 0 . 11 -0 .01ing recrea tion (0. 458 ) (0 .4580)
The Student 's t Distribution Continued
Pearson's Produ c t Moment Cor relation Coefficien t .
Table 5 .2 Summar y a nd co mpa r ison o f statistical findings on satisfaction with roles
in the single and dual parent family.
Variable Single Parent
standard
If cases mean devia tion
Dual Parent
standard
It cases mean deviation
t valuet
(probabili ty .
one tailed)
Correlation'"
coefficient
(probabili ty)
Ge ne r a l satis- 1.97 - 0 . 11faction with 92 2 .4 2 0.855 208 2.22 0.810
recreation (0.025) (0.0251)
Satisfaction with 80 4 .45 1.948 200 1.96 1.051 10. 8 5 -0.63
sexual role (0.0001) (O.OOOOl)
Satisfaction wi th 10.00 - 0 . 63 ;';
tharapeutic role 78 4 . 29 2 . 133 207 1. 80 0 .923 (0.0001) (0 .00001)
Partner 's 78 4.20 2 .091 208 1.95 1.048 9.10 -0.58therapeutic role (0.0001) (0 .00001)
Satisfaction with 92 2.60 1.168 208 1. 78 0.759 6.14 - 0 . 38life generally (0 .0001) (0.00001)
The Student's t Distribution
Pearson's Produc t Moment Correlation Coefficient .
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In a ll 18 hypotheses , the null hypothesis for the t-test states
that there will be no difference between s i ngle a nd dual parents with
r egard to performance of a particular family role. The null hypothesis
for the Pearson's Product Moment Correlation Coef f icient states that
there will be no correlation between parentness and the category of
response for the particular var i abl e studied.
In the following analysis of results , an examina t i o n of self
concept will take place with respect to role performance . The
inference is made that self concept is dependent upon the amount of
satisfaction felt with the performance of family r o l e s .
Providing the family i ncome
The provider role wa s e x ami n ed by three different hypotheses.
In order to establish how much the provider r ole was actually carried
out by the lone female parent , the first hypothe sis p r o pos ed that
the female single parent would be less likely to provide the dncooe
for her family than the married woman , who might be contributing her
earnings in a d d i tio n to those of her husband. As expected , there
were few single parent earners , while in the married sample the
wives had recorded their husbands a s the chief earners . The ma i n
source of income f o r single parent females was listed as " o the r " ,
a category no t specified, but presumably meaning government transfer
payments . There were 72 percent of single parents in this category
as against 13 .6 percent of married couples. The results are
illustrated in the following histogram (Fig. 5.1) and by the statistics
from the SUlIlJDary table on page 47 which are repeated below the histogram.
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Sing l e Paren t Dual Parent Cor relation
standard standard t -value Coefficient
deviation deviation (probability ) (pr o babi li t y )
93 5 .39 1. 27 213 2.08 1.78 16 .24 0.69(0.0001) (0 . 00 00 1 )
Figure: 5. 1 Who earned the family kncome
Th e difference in the means o f 5.39 a nd 2 .08 should be noted .
The t value of 16.24 corresponds to a probability l e v el of 0 .0001
that the results could have been obtained by chance a l o ne. 'I11e
correlation coefficient of 0.69 indicates that there is a strong
relat.ionship between parentness and category of response , i . e . • the
single parent.s tended to respond that their source of income was
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"other' , whi le the dual parents tended to respond "husband much more
than ....ife .. or "hueband more than wife". Moreover , a t test of the
correlation coefficient is statistically significant, with a probability
of less than 0.00001 that there is 00 correlation between parentness
and whO earns the family tnccee , Le. , there is a high probability
that there is a correlation between parentness and who earns the
f amily income.
Clea r ly , the re i s a ma jor differe nce between the two g r o ups
and a stron g r elati o n s h i p between p are n tness a nd source o f income ,
so that the hypothesis can be co nfirmed.
The fact that most married women can enjoy the independe nce
and security of a n incane earned mostly by the husband i s in greaL
contrast to the single parent 's position. In general she had to
accept welfare payments , and in some cases bear the b runt of pub l ic
disapproval of the fact that she is unable to provide her own income.
The second hypothesis proposed that the single parent fema le
would be l e s s l ike l y to expresss satis f action with the arrang eme nts
for earning t h e fami ly income than the mar r i ed female . As illustrated
by the histogram and the statistics be l ow it (Fig . 5 .2) , dual parent s
showed more satis faction than single par e n t s , since 6 0 percent of the
forme r we re "very s a tisfied" a s aga i nst 27 . 1 percent o f s i ng l e p a r ents .
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••ir'9 I e pa ... ".
D".... l ~ullt
Single Parent
standard
deviation
Dual Parent
standard
devia tion
Correlation
t-v a 1ue coef f icient
(pro babil i t y) (p r o bability )
85 2 .54 1.332 2 10 1.57 0 .828 6 .24(0. 0001)
- 0. 4 0
10 . 0 00 01 )
Figure: 5.2 Satisfaction with arrangements for earning
the fami ly i nc ome.
It is interesting to note that in the rest of the cateqories
from " s a t i s f i ed" to "very unsatisfied" the sing le parent fcrnale
does not express as much dissatisfaction as might be expected ,
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although it is known that she is, for the most part, living on
inadequate government transfer payments. This may be due to the
fear that welfare recipients have of making a c ompl a i n t . Another
reason for the wide disparity between the two groups is that the
majority of dual parent females answered "very satisfied", l e a v i ng a
smaller percentage to answer in the other categories.
The t value of 6 .24 corresponds to a probability of 0.0001 that
the difference in means would be obtained by chance. The correlation
coefficient of -0 .40 can be interpreted to indicate that there is a
marked negative correlation between parentness and satisfaction ,
i.e., that dual parents are satisfied and single parents are unsatisfied.
However , the histogram (Fig. 5.2) shows that the answers of dual parents
are concentrated at the satisfied end of the scale while the answers
of single parents are more evenly distributed . The result of the t
test on the correlation coefficient corresponds to a probability of
less than 0.00001 that there is no correlation between parent.ness
and satisfaction with the arrangements for earning the family income.
Consequent ly, the experimental hypothesis that single parents are
less satisfied with the arrangements for earning the family income
than dual parents is confirmed.
The third hypothesis proposed tha t the single parent female
would be less l i k e l y than the married woman to rate her income as
adequate for the family 's basic needs. The c lear difference between
the two groups is shown in the histogram and the statistics reproduced
below it (Fig. 5 .3) .
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D d Udpor e " t
Sing l e Parent Dual Pa.rent COrrelation
sta.ndard stand a rd c-v a l ue Coefficient
deviation deviation (probabili ty) (probability)
98 3. 11 1.251 212 2 .14 0.953 6 .82 - 0. 39(0.0001) (0.00001)
Figure: 5 .3 Adequacy of income for f amily's bas i c n e eds .
The s ingle par e n t gro up has r e sponde d in much mor e "middle line"
f a s hion t h an the d u a l family g r oup which i nd ica tes that they have an
o verall t.end en cy to fee l l e s s sc t.Ls t Lcd than the mar r-Le d women.
Th e t va lue o f 6. 8 2 co r r aspond a t o a probubil i t y of 0. 00 01 that
t.he resul t coul d have been obtained b y c ha nc e a lone . The correlation
coefficient results here are very simi l ar to t ho s e for the previous
hypot.he s i s and the e xp lanations a re the name , The a n s ....ers of the
due I pa r ent.s are concencrat..d c t, thr: " aa t i nf Led " en d o f the scale of
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responses on adequacy of the family income , while the answers of
the single parents are evenly spread across the scale . The result
is a negative correlation coefficient of -0.39 which indicates a
reasonable correlation between parentness and degree of satisfaction ,
i .e . , dual parents are more satisfied, and single p a r ents are l e s s
satisfied. A t t e st on the correlation coefficient shows that there
is a high p r o babili t y that there is an association be tween p a r e n tne s s
and satisfaction wi th the adequacy of the family i ncome , since the
probability of less than 0.00001 that there is no correlation is
well below the rejection limit of 0 .05. Consequently the hypothesis
that single parents are less satisfied with the adequacy of the
fami ly income than dual parents is confirmed.
Some deduction with regard to self concept and the provider role
can now be made. In general, the female parent was un likely to be
the provider of her family income , possibly leading to fee lings o f
frustration and i na d eq ua c y -- no t ideal conditions for promotion of
an image of the self a s provider. Di s s a t i s f a ctio n was expressed with
the arrangements for earning the income and also with it ' s adequacy
for the family 's b a s i c needs . Since the single parent ha s e xpressed
her fee lings in this manner at a single point in time , the day to day
result o f h e r dissatisfaction must surely have a cumu lative e ffect on
her perception of her self as a good provider , p a r tic u l a r l y when the
compar ison between more affluent families and her own is made obvious.
Housekeeping
One h ypo the s i s was tested concerning the fem a le p a rent 's ro le
as housekeeper. The hypothesis proposed that the single female
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parent would be less l i ke l y than the married WOJ\\a.n to express satis-
faction with the performance of this role .
• dnql.l'"an~
DcI"'lpoan~
Single Parent Dual Parent COrrelation
standard standard e-vet ue coefficient
deviation deviation (probability ) (probability)
97 2.02 0 .901 211 2.08 0.863 -0.55 0 .31(0 . 291) ( 0. 2914)
Figure; 5.4 Satisfaction with the housekeeper role.
The r e s ul t s showed, quite unexpected ly, that there wa s very
little difference in satisfaction between the single and dual parent
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groups , as is shown in the histogram and the correspond ing statistics
extracted from the sununary table (Fig. 5.4).
It can be seen that the means for the single parent (2.02) and
the dual parent groups (2.08) are very similar . 'Ibe t value of - 0. 5 5
corresponds to a probability of 0 .291 that the means were the same
by chance. Sim i larly the correlation coefficient of 0 .03 i s c lose
to zero , indi cating that both single and dua l parents are similar ly
satisfied with the wa y t he y do their housework , L e ., there i s no
associa t i o n be t we en p a r e ntne s s and s atisfaction with hous ework . A
t test o n the cor re lation coefficient shows a probabili ty of 0.294
tha t there wa s no correlation between parentness a nd satisfaction
with ho usework. Clearly, it is not possible to reject the nu ll
hypothesis that the means of the responses of the two g roups are the
same and that there is no correlation between parentness and satis-
faction with performance of housework. consequently , the experimenta l
hypothes is that single parents are less satisfied with their performance
in the r ole of housekeeper than a re dual parents must be r e j ected..
I t was o riginally t ho ugh t that employed s ingle parent women
wou ld have l e s s time to keep house we ll and that they wou ld d i s pla y
l e s s int e r e st in ho usekeeping because they were a lone . Howev e r ,
whether s i ng le par ent women worked o r no t ( 50 percent worked and
45 .3 percen t did not) d id no t seem to have a ny bearing o n their
opinion of themse lves as housewives . Be i ng a good housekeeper is
obviously a point of pride with a ll the respondents , creating a
positive concept of themselves in this role , since only 10 percent of
single parents and 0.5 percent of dual parents were prepared to say
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that they were unsatisfied . However. as shown in the histogram
(Fig. 5.4) . both groups were wary of too much self praise and tended
to rate themselves as merely "satisfied" rather than "very satisfied".
~
The role o f child care or caring for the physical needs of the
children was tested by three hypotheses . As in the provider role,
the first hypothesis was concerned with discovering how much of the
role the s ingle parent performed, on the premise that she wou l d be more
likely than the marr i e d woman to be in sole c harge of her chi ldren.
As indicated in the histogram (Fig. 5.5) I 77.9 percent of sing le
parents answered "mys e l f always" as performers of the role as against
29.3 percent of married women. The married group appeared to share
the role conside rably more than the single group .
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o.~ 1.1
Sh ...ed Sh ood
•...,u... d V.
Single Parent
standard
deviation
Dual Parent
standard
deviation
Correlation
t-value COefficient
(probability) (probability)
9S 1. 32 0.688 209 2.00 0.905 -7.17W.OOOll
0.39
(0 .00001)
Figure: 5 .5 Who performs the role of child care.
Referring to the statistics above, the t test value of - 7. 17
corresponds to a probability of 0 .0001 that the difference i n me a n s
could have occurred by chance. The correlation coefficient of 0.38
indicates that there is a reasonable association between parentness
and who cares for the physical needs of the children , Le .• single
p.arents are more likely to reply "myself always" and "myself usually"
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than are dual parents. Simi l ar ly, the t test carried out on the
correlation coefficient shows a high p r ob abi l i t y that there was a
correlation between parentness and who cared for the physical needs
of children , since the probability o f less then 0 .00001 that there
is no correlation is we l l below the re j e c t i o n limit of 0.05 .
consequently the hypothesis that single parents are more likely to
have sale responsibility for the physical needs of the children than
are dua l parents is confirmed .
The imp lication of these findings for the single parent group
with regard to the quality of mothering p r ovid e d by the s ingle paren t
are that she is forced to spend an e xcessive amount of time with her
chi l d r e n . When the chi l d r e n are young , and the mother is the only
one to care for them, the mother is under a great strain emotional ly
and physically . The s i n g le parent is at a particular d isadvantage
in the fact that she is unlike ly to have adult companionship to help
her reta in her perspective on her problems .
The second hypothesis was that the single paren t f emale wou l d
be less likely to show satisfac tion with he r perfonnance of the
child c are role than the married woman . The qu estion eliciting data
to test this hypothesis asked only those who were the chief performers
of the child care role to respond. Consequently some 30 percent of
dual parents did not respond to this question. The in t e r e s t i ng
r e sult was that a lthough there were no s i gn i f i c an t statistical
differences between the groups o f respondents , the results almost
reached significance, since the accepted rejection leve l was 0 .05.
As t h e differenc e b etween acceptance a nd r e jec t i o n was very close,
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thi s hypothesis could not be rejected e n t i r e l y .
D d ua lP. , ent
Single Parent
standard
deviation
Dual Parent
standard
deviation
Corre lation
t-value Coefficient
(probability ) (p r ob abi li t y )
90 1.68 0.762 1 59 1. 53 0.625 1.58(0 .057)
-0.10
(0.0478)
Figure : 5 .6 The r -us po nd e n t; I s satisfaction with her
role in child care.
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However, the t test result was borderline for rejection . The
t value was 1.58, corresponding to a probability of 0 .057 that the
result could have occurred by chance , which is very close to the
rejection level of 0.05. The value of the correlation coef fic ien t
(-0.10) is quite close to zero which suggests that there is no
correlation between parentness and satisfaction with the fem ale
parent 's role in child care, i .e., similar proportions of s ingle and
dual parents wh o responded were "very satisfied", "satisfied", etc .
However, a t test on the correlation coefficient was just statistically
significant with a p~obability of 0.047, just outside the rejection
level of 0 .05. When it is considered that 30 percent of d ual parents
did not respond because of the wording of the question, it seems
reasonable to conclude that the hypothesis tha t sing l e parents are
less satisfied with themselves in the way they care for the physical
needs of the children than dual parents should not be absolutley
rejected .
This borderline r esult is interes ting as a n i ndicator o f s i ng le
parents feelings , since it a lmost showed them as more dissatis f ied
than dual p arents , in spite of the fact that many of the dual parents
who wou ld have provided the contrast group of "satisfied" were
eliminated . The first category of response - "very satisfied" wa s a
further illustration of the borderline nature of the result , whe r e
only slightly fewer ( 4 5 . 6 percent) of single parents rated themselves
as "very satisfied" than dual parents ( 54 . 1 percent) .
The third, and last, hypothesis of the set on the child c a re
role postulated that the female single parent wou ld be less l i ke l y
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than the married woman t o e xpress satisfaction with the overal l
arrangements for caring for the physical needs of her children .
The resu lts are shown in Fig . 5.7.
S i ng l e Pa rent
s t a nd a r d
d eviation
Dual Parent
s tandard
devi ati on
Correlatio n
t-value Coefficien t
(probability) (probability)
95 1. 96 0.886 2 10 1. 62 0 .625
3. 37
(0. 001)
-0 . 21
(0 . 00 0 1l
F igure: 5 . 7 Overall satisfaction with the child care role.
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Th e t va lue of 3.37 corresponds to a probabili ty uf 0 .001 tha t
the difference in means could have occurred by chance. The correlation
coefficient of - 0 . 21 indicates some relationship between parentness and
overall a rrangements f o r caring fo r the physical needs o f the c h i l d r e n ,
i .e . , single parentne ss is related to somewhat less satisfact ion , and
d ual parentne s s i s rela t ed to somewhat mo r e satisfac t ion. (77 p ercent
single parents i n the " ve ry satisfied" and "satisfied" ca tegories
versus 9 4 percent for the dual parents .) Similarly. the t test o n
the correlation coefficient indicates correlation in the same sense .
since the probability of less than 0.0001 of no correlation is wel l
be low the rejection limit of 0 .05.
consequently. the hypothesis of less overal l satisfac tion wi th
the c h i l d c are role by the sing le p arent female is co nfirmed, s i nc e
the da ta show statistically signi ficant differences be t we e n the tw o
groups and the correlation coefficient shows a significant relation-
ship between parentness and degree of satisfaction.
Th e implications o f these r e sul ts for an a s s e s s me nt of the sel f
concept of the single parent respondents are interesting . The sing le
paren t f emale ra ted herself as l e s s satis f i e d ovaret I wi th her c h i ld
care than her married counterpart did , the i nfe r e nc e be i ng that s he
t ho ught l e s s of herself generally , a nd yet. whe n an s we r i ng the
quest i o n o n the same role as it applied strictly to herself , shoved
no appreciable difference in the amount of satisfaction from the
group of dual parents who answered "myself always" or "mys e l f
usua lly" to the previous question. It seems that when single parents
a r-e compared with dua l parents who have the chief role in child care
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there is no significant difference in self concept, but it must be
remembered that the 30 percent of dual parents who share the child
care role have been eliminated from the comparison, and tile
eliminated group is likely to be the most satisfied group. I n addition ,
it is known that the child care role is culturally important for
NewfoWldland women so that they are unj.Lke.Iy to rate themselves as
dissatisfied, since such a response would question their ae.Lf concept
as mothers.
Child socialization
The child socialization role, which involves the teaching and
disciplining of the children, was treated in a similar manner to the
child care role by testing with three different, but associat.ed,
hypotheses.
The first hypothesis established who actually performed the
role, on the premise that the single parent would probably undertake
most of the teaching and disciplining on her own, whi le the dua l
parents would share the duties. The results confirmed this hypothesis
as shown by the following histogram and the statistics ext.rcct.ed from
the summary table (Fig. 5 .8).
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m ·l""h poor.nt
D - l poo....t
Sing l e Parent Dua l Pare n t COrrelati on
stand ard standard t-val ue Coefficient
dev i a tion deviatio n (p robabi li t y ) (probability)
'3 1.29 0. 6 69 205 2. 67 0 . 63 1 -17.21 0 .70(0.0001) (0 .000 0l)
Figure: 5 .8 Who perform s the child soc i a l i za t i o n role.
It can be seen that 80.6 percent of single parents had sole
r c s ponsibility for thi s r ole a s c ompar ed with 8. 8 percent of married
women in the "myself always" c a tego r y . The means of 1.29 for single
pa rentis and 2.67 for dual parents are wi d ely d i f feren t . The t value
of -17. 21 corresponds to a probabi li ty o f 0 .0001 that the differen c e s
in means could h ave b e en obtained by c hance a lone . The cor r e l a t i on
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coefficient of 0.70 shows that there is a strong relationship between
parentness and the response to the question "Who teaches and disciplines
your children?". single parentness was correlated with sole performance
of the role , while dual parentness was correlated with sharing the role.
similar high correlation coefficients occurred with the analogous
questions "Who earns the fami ly income?" and "Who organizes the family
r e c r e a t i o n? " . These a re precisely the three questions in which the
maximum d i f f e r enc e between single and dual parents would be expected
to occur .
The t test on this corre lation coefficient also indicates a
high probability of strong: correlation between parentness and the
person responsible for child socialization , since the probability or
0 .00001 of no correlation is well below the rejection level of 0.05.
These results provide a clear confirmation of the experimental
hypothesis that the single parent mother is more likely to deal
single handedly with the child socialization role than the married
woman. The results also show c learly i n the histogram (Fig . 5.8)
that the majority of married women (76.1 percent) receive help from
their husbands and others to an even greater degree than in the child
care role where only 25 percent of married people s hared the r ole.
(Fig . 5 .5 ) .
Since t his r ole received lower rat i ng s than the child care ro le
it can be deduced that this is a more difficult role to perform. The
tendency is for married couples to share a greater proportion of this
role than in the child care r o l e, providing an even greater contrast
to the lone sinqle parent, who must be both mother and father to her
children over matters of teaching and disciplininq .
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A second hypothesis associated with this role proposed that
the single parent mother would be less likely to express satisfaction
with her performance in the child socialization role than the married
woman. The particular ques tion which tested this hypothesis asked
on ly thos e who ha d sole responsibi li ty for the r ole to repl y .
Consequ e n t ly a c l e a r a sse s sme n t o f their own co ntribution c o u l d be
made whi c h exc luded outside help. As a result, some 75 percen t of
the dual parent respondents were excluded. The result obtained was
similar t o the similarly worded question in the previous set , Le .•
the two groups showed no marked differences. The means are close
and the t v a l ue of 1 . 34 corresponds to a probability of 0.091 that
the di f ference could have been obtained by chance alon e . Simi l a rly ,
the cor re latio n coef f icient o f -0 .10 is quite c lose to zero a nd
i ndica ted tha t there i s little correlation between parentness and
satisfaction with the self in the child socialization role, i.e . , both
single and dual parents who responded to this question showed a similar
degree of satisfaction in the role . The t t e s t on the correlation
coefficient gave a probability of 0.090 that there is no correlation
between parentness and satisfaction with the child socialization
role . This probabi l ity i s larger tha n the rejec tion l e vel of 0 .05 ,
so tha t the e xperimen ta l hypothesis tha t the sing le p a rent is l e s s
satisfied i n her child socialization role than the d ua l parent must
be rejected. Nevertheless . it i s r ema r kabl e how close to the
rejection borderline the cceiparLson statistics came ,.vhen it is
considered that 7S percent of the dual parents were eliminated in
the first place.
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When comparing the relevant histogram (Fig. 5.9) with (Fig. 5.6 )
on the respondent 's satisfaction with the child care role , it can be
seen that both single and those dual parents who responded expressed
approximately the same amount of sa tisfac tion but nei ther group rated
themse lves as "very satisfied". However, it must be noted again that
a large g roup of d ual parent WOIllen were excluded from responding in
both cases (a pp r ox ima t ely 30 percent in the chi ld care r o le and about
75 percen t i n the chi ld socializati o n ro le).
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Q.@] .1091. p" ... H
Dd"dp"••nt
Single Parent Dual Parent CorreIa tion
standard standard t -value Coe fficient
deviation deviation (probability) (probability)
87 2.06 0.768 64 1.89 0.737 1.34 - 0 . 10(0 .091) (0.0909)
Figure : 5 .9 The respondent's satisfaction with her chi ld
socialization role.
The previous histogram showed 54.1 percent of dual parents and
45.6 percent of single parents who were in the "very satisfied" category
whereas in Fig. 5.9 there are o nly 32.8 percent of dual parents and
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23.0 percent of s ingle parents in this caeeqory , The d ifferences
between t h e s e t wo sets of resul t s could be due to the fact that the
child socialization role is more difficult to perform well and
consequently ther e i s a g reater source of dissatisfaction i n the
self concep t of ability t o p e r f orm the ro le well. The h ypothe sis
t ha t single parents would b e l e s s sa tisfied i n their c h i ld
soc i a l i zati o n role cou ld no t b e confirmed , Le . • i t mu s t be
accept ed tha t both. respondent g roups answered in a s im ila r manner.
Th e third and l a s t hypothesis of this set focussed on the over a ll
teaching and disciplining of the children. It was surmised that
the fem a le s ingle paren t wou ld be les s likely to expr e s s satisfacti o n
wi th this r ole than the married woman.
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.., tidi.ed Mthfl..:J
Single Parent
s tandard
deviation
Dua l Paren t
standard
deviation
Cor re lation
c-varue coefficient.
(probability) (p r obab il i t y)
95 2.02 0.714 209 1.85 0.681 1.98(0 .024)
- 0.11
(0 .024 3)
F igure: 5. 10 OVerall satisfaction with the child socialization
role .
The data revealed s ign i f ica n t differences betwe en the groups,
with s i ng l e parents expre s sing s lig h t ly l e s s overall sa t i s f a c t i o n
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than dual parents , especially in the first two categories of "very
satisfied" and "satisfied" (Fig. 5.10). The means of 2 .02 and 1.85
correspond to a t value of 1.98 and a probability of 0.024 that the
differ e nce would have arisen by chance alone . The correlation
coe f f i c i e n t of 0. 11 which i s c l ose to z e r o, correspo nds t o a s mal l
associ a t ion b e t we e n par entne s s a nd o v e r all sat isfa c tion wi t h the
child socialization role, Le. , s i ng le parentness is related to some-
what les s satisfaction, and dual parentness is related to somewhat
more satisfaction. The t test on the correlation coefficient shows
that the re lationship is real - the probability of 0 .024 that there
is no correlation is smaller than the rejection level, so that
statistically, single parents are clearly l e s s satisfied than dual
par e n t s with the ch i ld socialization ro le. The statisti cal di f f e r e nces
were s ufficiently significant to cause one to wonder why the single
parents again express less satisfaction with themselves in an overall
role than they d id as individuals and what were the hidden factors
affecting their ratings of themselves . Again , however , it should be
borne in mi nd that the dual parent "g r o up of respondents is not the
same i n the two questions. The histogram (Fig. 4 .10) shows the
tendency o f both groups not to rate thems e l v e s right at the top o f
the sca le.
The hypothesis t hat the single parent wil l be l e s s satisfied
with herself in the overall child socialization role than the dual
parent is confirmed since the- two g roups showed statistically
significant differences in their responses .
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Organizing the fami ly recreation
This role was examined by three different hypotheses. The f i r s t
was concerned. with who actually did the organizing of the family
recreation a n d stated that the female single parent wou ld be more
likely to be in sole charge of organizing the family recreation than
the married woman.
The r esults i nd i c a t e d that, in the majority of cases , the female
single parent was indeed the sale organizer while in the dual parent
group , the duties were usual ly shared. The histogram and the
corresponding data make the differences very explicit (Fig. 5.11 ).
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single Parent
standard
deviation
Dual Parent
standard
deviation
89 1. ] 6 0 .626 209 2.77 0 .641 -17. 4 5(0 . 0001)
0 . 71
(0 . 0 0 0 0 l)
Figure : 5 . 1 1 Who o rganizes the fami ly rec reation .
The mea ns of 1 . 36 a nd 2 .77 a p pear t o be far apart and the
t value of -17. 4 5 corresponds to a probabili ty of 0.0001 that the
difference could have arisen by chance alone. The correlat ion
coefficient of 0 .7 1 shows a s tro ng association between parentness
and ....ho organizes the famil y recreation . Single parentness wa s
a s sociated ....ith sole pe r fo rma nce of the role , and dual par entness
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with sharing the role with husband or others . Similar strong
correlations were observed. with the questions "who earned the family
income?" and "who teaches and disciplines your children?". The t
test o n the correlation coefficien t confirms the strong correlation
between parentness and who looks after recreation and is wel l below
the rejection l e v e l of O. 05. so that the null hypothesis that the
correlation coefficient is zero can be rejected .
Consequently. the first hypothesis of this set is confirmed as
there was a wide and statistically significant disparity in the
replies of the two groups of respondents with respect to who performed
the role of organizing the family recreation.
For the single parent. participation in family recreation may
have to be on a reduced scale. since two parents are needed to provide
a full range of activities for both sons and daughters. Finances may
be low . but this may not be the most important limiting fac tor. Sons
need their father's time a nd attention in spare time activities. a nd
may suffer more fran father absence than daughters. COnsequently.
the single Parent Il'tOther may feel inadequate if she is unable to
compensate for the father 's absence .
The second hypothesis in the family recreation set was concerned
with the degree of satisfaction felt by the respondent if s he wa s
the principal organizer of the fami ly recreation . The hypothesis
stated. that the single parent would be less satisfied with the role
than the dual parent . Note again that some 75 percent of the dual
parents were eliminated by the form of the question.
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S
.~i"91ep.oU"t
DdU.tpa<e"t
Single Parent
standard
deviation
Dual Parent
standard
deviation
Correlation
e-vatue Coefficient
(probabili ty) (probabi lity)
86 2.34 0 .876 53 2.32 0.915 0.11(0.458)
- 0. 01
(0.4580 )
Figure: 5. 12 Responden t 's satisfaction with organizing the
fami ly r ecreation.
The results showed no appreciable difference between the single
an d dua l parent respondents as shown in the above histogram and
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accompanying statistical data (Fig. 5.12). The means are almost
identical (2.34 and 2.32) . and the t value of 0.11 corresponds to
a probability of 0.458 that the difference could have arisen by chance.
The correlation coefficient of - 0. 0 1 is the smallest observed i n this
present study, and is very close to zero. Clearly the single parents
and the s mall number of dual parents who responded gave answers which
were so similar that they were statistically indistinguishable. The
t test on the correlation coefficient indicated a probability of
0.456 , way above the rejection level of 0.05 that the correlation
coefficient was equal to zero. The histogram does show up the exact
small differences between the groups, especially in the most used
category of "satisfied" where the single parent group appears less
frequently than the dual parent group.
Since there was no apparent difference between the single and
dual parent respondents in their self concept in this role, the stated
experimental hypothesis must be rejected and the null hypothesis,
that there is no difference between the two groups, must be accepted .
This result may mean that both sets of respondents were thinking
of one usual activity which in their opinion constituted family
recreation , and wou ld natural ly register satisfaction with it, whether
the activity was a weekend at the summer cottage or a walk in the park .
The third and last hypothesis of this set was concerned with an
overall rating of satisfaction with organizing the family recreation.
The hypothesis stated that single parents would show less satisfaction
than dual parents in this role.
The prediction was confirmed since although the means were
similar, the difference was statistically significant with a
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p r obability of 0.025 that the difference in me a ns could have arisen
by cha nce . The raw r e sul ts and the various sta t is t i c a l measure s are
shoWn in Fig . 5 .13.
Single Parent Dua l Parent Correlation
standard standard e-vatue Coefficient
deviation deviation (probdbili ty) (probability)
92 2.42 0 .85 5 208 2 .22 0 . 81 0 1.97 -0.11(0.025) (0.0251)
Figure: 5. 1 3 Ove rall s atisfact ion wi th the organization of
fami ly rec reation .
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Th e means of 2. 42 and 2.22 appear superficial l y t o be s imi lar,
but the t value of 1. 9 7 corresponds to a probability of 0 .025 that
the difference could have arisen by chance alone. The correlation
coefficient of - 0.11 shows a weak rela tionship b e tw e en parentness
a nd overal l s a tisfaction wi th organization of the fami ly r e c r e a tio n,
i.e. , s i n g le paren tness i s associated ....ith less satis faction and
dual p a rentness with more satisfaction. The t test o n the correlation
coeffic i ent corresponds to a probability of 0.025 , whic h is less than
the re j ec tion l e v el of 0.05, that there is no correlation between
parentness and satisfaction in this r o l e . The histogram Wig. 4 .13)
shows that single parents were slightly less sat isfied overa ll - a
sma ller percentage in the first two categories "v e r y satisfied " a nd
"satisfied" - a s was the case in the two other questions on overall
satisfaction rating o n chi ld care (Fig. 5.7) a nd chi ld socialization
(Fig . 5. 10). The corresponding correlation coetr Lc Ient;s to the
"overa l l " questions are also similar, at -0.11 , -0.21 , and -0.11 .
As a resul t o f the above a nalysis , the ex perimental hypothe s i s
that the s ingle parent is l e s s satisfied than the dual parent in her
overal l satisfaction with the organization of family r e c r ea t i on , is
confinned .
I t would be interesting to kn o w what the ex a c t mea n ing of the
single parent 's response to this question i s. Although there we r e
no differences when a nswering fo r themselves as organizers of the
fam i ly recreation , some unknown factor or factors caused s ingle parents
to ra te themselves as less satisfied overal l than dual p arents.
The sexua l role
The hypothesis concerning the sexual role stated that the sing le
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female parent family h ead would be less likely than the married woman
to e xpr ess satisfaction wi th her performance of thi s role.
D""aJ po.c ~nt
Sing le Parent Dual Parent Correlation
standard s tandard t-va lue Coefficient
deviation deviation (probabili ty ) (p r obabi 11 ty )
eo 4.45 1 .948 20B 1.96 1. 0 5 1
10 . 8 5 - 0. 6 3
( 0.0001) (0. 00 0 0 1 )
F igure : 5 .14 Re epond errt.t s s a t is f ac t ion with fulfilment of
the sexua l r ole.
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As expected, the single parent group showed less tendency to
have a sexual relationship in the first place and when they did , they
....ere generally less satisfied ....ith the relationship than were married
couples . Having the expectation of a good sexual relationship has
now become a societal norm, and assuming that most single parents
are influenced by these expectations, the findings that 56.3 percent
of single parents have no sexual relationship constitutes a s tate of
deprivation. Large differences are shown in the responses of the
two groups (Fig. 5. 14). The me an s of 4 . 45 and 1.96 a re striking ly
different, a nd the t value of 10.85 corresponds to a probability of
0.0001 that the d ifference could ha ve ar i s e n by chance alon e . The
correlation coefficient of -0.63 shows a strong relationship between
parentness and s atisfaction ....ith the sexual role. Dual parentness
was related to satisfaction and single parentness ....ith dissatisfaction.
The t test on the correlation coefficient confirmed that the correlation
is statistically significant, the probability value of less than 0.00001
for the nu ll hypothesis of a zero correlation being well be low the
rejection l e vel of 0.05 . The major d ifferences we r e accounted for by
the majority of the single parents answering "not appl icabl e " to this
question - 80 o u t o f 98 or 82 percen t , - wi th 56.3 percen t i nd ica ting
no sexua l relationship. Most sing l e parents had a low concept o f
themse lves as satisfactory in this r ela t i o ns h i p where one ex isted ,
with more single than dual parents rating their relationship as
" no t satisfied" or "very unsatisfied" , confirming the experimental
hypothesis.
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The therapeutic role
Two hypotheses were used to examine this role. The first concerned
the therapeutic help the female single parent was able to g ive . and the
second with the help she was able to receive . and the hypotheses
predicted that she would be less satisfied in both respects than the
dual parent .
There were statistically significant differences between s ingle
and dua l parents in both hypotheses, so tha t both were accepted . The
first h i stogram (Fig . 5.15) shows the results for the respond e n t 's
satisfaction with her own therapeutic r ole a nd the correspo n d i ng
statistics.
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......uO'<! .......U.fi.-6 ~PflIlc:&bI.
Single Parent Dual Parent Correlation
s ta nd a r d s tand a r d t-value Coefficient
deviation deviation (probability) (p r obabi l i ty)
78 4.29 2.133 207 1.80 0. 9 23 10.00 - 0. 6 3(a.OODI) (0.00001)
Figure: S . lS Respondent 's satis f action with h e r therapeutic
role .
The maj ority o f single parents who an swered this qu estion (78
out of 98) said that satisfaction with thi s role was not applicable
t o them , whereas the marri e d group in the majority of cas e s rated
thems elves a s "very satisfied". This r e sult is interes t ing s i n c e
on ly i n one o the r set of r e s pon s e s, namely that to the chi ld c a r e
r ole, wa s the " very s a t is f ied" r ole the ma jor o ne . In all othe r cases
t h e ma j ority o f dua l parents used the " s a t i s fi ed " ca tegory .
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The two means were very different (4 .29 and 1.80) and the t
value of 10.00 corresponded to a probability of 0.0001 that the
difference could have arisen by chance. The correlation coefficient
of -0 .63 and the probability of less than 0 .00001 derived from the
t test on the correlation coefficient are exactly the same as for
the previous question. They show again that there i s a strong
correlation between parentness and satisfaction with the therapeutic
role , single parentness being associated with dissatisfaction and
dual parentness associated with satisfaction . The experimental
hy po the s i s , that the single parent is les s satisfied in her therapeutic
role than the dua l parent i s confirmed .
The results from the responses concerning the second hypothesis ,
dealing with therapeutic help received from a partner, are shown in
Fig . 5. 16, together with the corresponding s ta t i s tic a l indicators.
Again statistically s ign i f i c a n t differences are found which are
strikingly similar to those for the previous hypothesis.
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Sing le Parent
standard
deviation
Dua l Parent
standard
deviation
Correlation
t-value Coefficient
(probabili ty) (p r o babil i t y )
78 4 .20 2.091 208 1.95 1. 048 9 .10(0 .000l)
-0 .58
(0 . 0 00 01 )
Figure: 5 .16 Re s pondent' s satisfaction wi th therapeutic help
received from a partner.
The majority of single parents (53 . 8 percent) d id no t receive
any therapeut ic h e l p in contrast with 40. 4 percent of dual parents
who were " v e r y satisfied" with therapeutic help received and 36. 1
percent who were "satisfied".
The difference in the means is large (4.20 versus 1 .95) and the
t value of 9 .10 corresponds to a probability o f 0 . 0001 that the
dif ference coul d have a risen by chance . The corre lation coef f i c i e n t
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of -0 .58 i s close to those for the previous two questions , - again
indicating that there is a strong correlation between parentness and
satisfaction with the role. Single parentness is correlated with
being relati v e l y unsatisfied and dual parentness is correlated with
b eing r e la t i vely s atisfied. The t tes t on the co r relation coeffic i e n t
s ho wed that the co rre l ation i s s ta tis t ica l ly sign ificant. The
probabi lity of l e s s than 0.00001 that the r e is no correlation between
parentness and satisfaction with the partner's therapeutic role is
far be low the rejection region of 0 .05 . Consequently , the experimental
hypothesis that single parents are less satisfied with their therapeutic
role than dual parents is confirmed.
The significance of these results with respec t t o self concept
can b e thoug h t of in t e rms o f the grea t reward and s a t isfaction to b e
gained f r om t h e therapeutic re lationship , since i t i mp l ies acceptance
of the self as worthy by another person whose feelings about the matt.er
are valued. Because a t least half of the single parents had no s uch
relationship , their concept of themselves as acceptable and l i k eable
adults is likely to b e l e s s good than in cases whe re a good therapeu tic
relationship exists .
Sa tisfac tion with life i n genera l
Th e hypothesis u s e d to determine how satisf ied the r e s pondent
felt with her life in general proposed that she (the single parent )
wou ld rate he r s.e Lf as l e s s satisfied than the dual parent .
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m ·lnqleporeH
Single Parent
standard
deviation
Dua l Parent
standard
deviation
CorreIa tion
t-value Coefficient
(p r ob abili ty ) (probabili ty)
92 2 .60 1.168 208 1.78 0.759 6 .14(0.0001)
0.385
(O.OOOOI)
Figure: 5.17 Respondent's satisfaction with life generally.
The results showed that in fact the single parent was much less
satisfied with life in general than the married woman , an interesting
result which confirmed the central p roposition of the thesis , despite
the fact that measures of satisfaction on four specific ro les showed
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no marked statistical differences between single and dual parent
respondents . It should be noted, however, that in the four
"abnormal" cases a large proportion of dual parents were e liminated
from answering the questions , and therefore there were insufficient
numbers in the contrast group .
Th e mea n s for overal l satisfaction were 2.60 f o r the single
parents and 1.78 for the dual parents, corresponding to a t value
of 6 .14 and a probabili ty of 0.0001 that the difference could have
arisen by chance . The correlation coefficient of - 0 . 38 corresponds
to a reasonably strong association between parentness and satisfaction
with l i f e i n general. Single parentness is correlated with being
relatively unsatisfied, while dual parentness is correlated with being
relatively satisfied. The t test on the corre l ation coefficient
i ndicates that the correlation is statistically significant. The
probability of less than 0.00001 that there is no correlation between
parentness and satisfaction wi th life i n general i s much smal ler than
the rejection l e vel of 0.05, leading to confirmation of there being a
correlation .
The histogram (Fig . 5.17) shows the degree to which the two
groups a nswered d ifferently, indicating again that the single parent
is more mediocre or middle range i n response than the dual p a rent ,
i. e . • in this i nstance more dual parents were able to say that they
were " v e r y satisfied" or "satisfied" , l e a v i ng a smaller percentage
to reply in the " s omewh a t" . "n o t", and " very unsatisfied" categories.
The majority of single parents were " s o mewha t unsatisfied", with more
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in the "n o t satisfied" and "very unsatis fied" categories than for
dual parents. In the c a t eg o r i e s of "very satisfied" and " s a t i s f i e d"
the s i ngle parents were far below the dual parents.
The hypothesis t ha t the single parents were l e s s satisfied wi th
life i n general than the dual parents is confirmed wi tho u t doubt as
a result of the statistical tests .
Be c a us e the qu estion was a general o n e there wa s no simple wa y
of k nowing what the f actors were that influenced the r e spond e n t s to
a nswer i n t h e way they did . Howe v e r, the resu l ts are significant for
this work since they s h ow the single parents as a group lower do wn on
the scale of categories of response than the dual parents . Referring
back t o the histogram (Fig . 5.17) , the highest peak for single parents
was the "somewhat satisfied" category , in c o n tra s t to the "peak" for
the dual parents at the next highest category of " s a t i s f i e d " . I t
could be i n f e r r e d from these results that single parents think less
of themselves, i .e ., they consider themselves l e s s s atisfac tory in
coping with li f e i n gene r a l than do d ual paren ts.
Af ter a l l eighteen hypotheses had been tested , ano the r interesti ng
possibili ty for ana lysis was explored.
Since all the q u e s t i o n s on s e lf concept were d esig ned to discover
the leve l of satisfaction with a number of different variables , i t
became a matter of curiosity to discover whether an overall measure
of satisfaction could be obtained which could then b e cor related
with other data.
using on ly the single parent replies , a n overal l measure o f
satisfaction labelled " OSAT" wa s comput ed as described in Chapter 4.
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Then the single parent replies were e xtracted from the results o n
the question about satisfaction with l i f e in general, and these were
correlated with the "OSAT" measure, to see what relationship existed
between the two.
A Pearson 's Product Moment Correlation Coefficient was calculated ,
giving a value of 0.&1 and a probabi l ity of 0.001 that there wa s no
correlation be tween the t""O measures, showing that the "OSAT" r e s ul t
and the data f rom the satisfaction with life in general q ue stio n we r e
highly associated. A dependency between the two measures was thus
demonstrated by this calculation , showing a consistency in the way
the respondents a nswe r e d the questions.
This resul t provided an interesting and. valuable contri buti o n
to the thesis by prOViding a "doublecheck" on the overal l consistency
of replies from single parents with regard to satisfaction . A strong
relationship was shown between the level of satisfaction with family
roles, and the level of satisfaction with life in general.
Sunmary
I n general. the statistical results obta ined suppor ted the
central proposition of th is thesis . The proposition stated tha t the
lone female p arent wou ld be l e s s s a t isfied with her family rol e s than
the married woma n.
Of the eighteen hypotheses t e s t ed, only three cou ld not be a c c e p t ed
as proven . These were the housekeeper role , the child socialization
role and the role of organizing the family recreation. The r ema i n ing
hypothesis on the child care role was borderline, and could not be
rejected entire ly.
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The fourteen hypotheses supported by the data ....ere - ....ho earned
the family income; satisfaction ....ith arrangements for earning the
family income; satisfaction with adequacy of income for the family's
basic needs; who cares for the physical needs of the children; satis-
faction with the overal l arrangements for caring for the physical
needs of the c h i l d r e n; who teaches and disciplines the chi ldren ;
satisfaction i th the overall arrangements for teaching and disciplining
the ch i l d ren; ho organizes the f ami l y ' s r e creati o n ; satis f a c tion
general l y wi th the o r gan i za t i o n o f the fami ly's recrea t ion ; sat is-
faction wi th the sexual role; sa t isfaction with the the r a p e u t i c role ;
satisfaction with parnter's therapeutic role; satisfaction with life
generally; and a separately computed measure of overall satisfaction
as compared with satisfaction with life generally.
Each of the fourteen hypothesis showed results that made a clear
distinction in levels of satisfaction between single and dual parents.
Several main points emerged from the results as a whole which give an
interes t ing overview of the single parent family , as i t is shown in
this present work.
Single parents tended to be receivers of a non-earned i ncome,
a nd the y were d i s s a t i s f i ed with t h is income; they tended to b e in sale
c harge of the physical care a nd t eaching a nd disciplining the i r c h i l d ren ,
as wel l as sale organizers of t he f ami ly recreation . When ref e r r i ng
to themse lves in these roles they ....e re as satisfied as married women ,
but i nvariably r a t ed themselves as l ess satisfied overall than married
women; they were as satisfied with their role as housekeeper as married
women; they tended not to have any sexual or therapeutic r o l e and
expressed less satisfaction with life generally than married women .
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In summarizing the effectiveness of the hypotheses as a means
of testing the proposition the result is as follows:- out of eighteen,
four of the hypotheses were solely concerned with establishing who
performed the role, and as such could not be used to assess satisfaction
and self concept. Three hypotheses were not confirmed and one was
borderline, leaving 10 hypotheses which specifically asked for a
rating of satisfaction and these were the key ones where inferences
could be made about the self concept of the single parent. The three
hypotheses not confirmed and one borderline hypothesis showed no
statistical differences in ratings of satisfaction, however in each
of these cases about 75% of the dual parents were excluded , which
probably account.s for the results observed. The remaining ten
hypotheses were important to this. thesis because they were generated
around roles which have been shown to be vital to the self concept of
the person. {Kuhn and McPartland, 1967, 271) . These roles are
centered on sex, marital status and "all types of nuclear family status
and role". In Kulm and McPartland's terms , the self concept of the
person ~ the role they see themselves in. As used in this thesis,
the term self concept is seen not only as the image the person has
of himself as occupier of a role, but also as the amount of self
esteem a person might feel with a successful performance of the role.
Since the female single parent did not indicate as much satisfaction
as the married woman with some of the important roles (provider,
child care, child socialization, recreational, sexual , therapeutic
and "life generally") the inference can be made that her self concept
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as a female single parent is less good than the self concept of the
married woman who is also a parent.
In the fol lowing chapter, some general conclusions will be
drawn from the detailed analysis presented in this chapter. The
significance of the findings with r e s pec t to their application and
their implications for future research wi ll be discussed.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS
General summary
This study has demonstrated how differences can be studied in
single and dual parent groups with regard to their satisfaction
with family roles. The difficulties experienced by single parent
families with regard to carrying out a satisfactory family life have
been described ex tensively in the fam i ly literature. (Marsden 19 69 ,
Status o f Women counct.I 1970 , Canadian counct I of SOcial Development
1971, Hopkinson 1973, Schlesinger 1974, Finer 19 74 and Daly 1975 .)
Following the p r-ecendent; set by others (Strauss 1959 , Kuhn and
McPartland 19 6 7, Sherif 1968, Turner 1970, and Solomon 19 7 3 ) an
inference h as been made that satisfaction with roles is associated
with self concept, since the self is shaped by .....hat the person does .
This thesis has shown what effect single parentness has had on the
self concept wi th regard to the performance of family roles , and has
drawn co nc lusions consistent with those in the l i t e r atu r e that dis-
satisfaction with family roles tends to create dissatisfaction with
the self co ncept .
The study began by examining the one-parent f amily as a problem
area , and described its general characteristics as recorded in t h e
lit e r a t ure. The study of self concept in the one-parent family was
chosen a s the focus of the thesis, and a review of the l i t e r a t ure on
the self and self co ncept in one-parent families was presented .
A theoretical rationale providing the basis for the study of
self concept and role W.J.S found in the theory of Symbolic Interaction,
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and a review o f the literature on this topic showed how previous
writers have examined the subject and what conclusions they made.
From a central proposition that the single parent female wo uld
b e l e s s sa t isf ied with he r f ami ly roles than the married woman,
hypotheses were generated to test al l t h e fami ly roles.
The methods used to achieve the testing was described in
Chapter 4 , where it was shown that a general exploratory study of
this kind can produce results which are easily coded for computer
analysis, leading to an orderly and convenient examination o f the
data .
A detai led discussion o f the results then followed with the
emphasis on a visual presentation of the material as an aid to
efficient interpretation of the results .
Differences of r e sult s
Ho we ve r , s ome differe nces we r e shown i n the r e s ul t s which did
not s upport the central proposition of the thesis . These di fferences
were observed in four separate hypotheses three of which were of
similar type . The respondent was asked to rate her satisfaction
with a role (c h ild care , chi ld socialization and organizer of fami ly
recreation) but o nly to do so i f she wa s the chie f person to perform
the role. Both single and dual parents expressed the same amount o f
satisfaction with the role , but as already mentioned in the more
detailed analysis of the results , 75 percent of married women did
not reply to the three ques tions because they shared the role with
their husbands . Thus , the comparison g roup was reduced to on ly those
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whO performed the role alone , eliminating the chance of showing
contrasting results. However , one of these hypotheses on the child
care was close to being confirmed, and since the rejection leve l is
purely arbi trary , it could not be c learly r e j e c t ed .
The other hypothesis ....here an unexpected result occurred wa s
the hypothesis about the housekeeper role. He r e, too , no d i f f e r e nc e s
were shown between single and dual parents. A possible explanation
for this f i nd ing could be found i n the fact that a s ingle rating of
"satisfied" on a s pe c i f i c role i n no way indicated the overall fee ling
of satisfaction or d i s s a t i s f a ctio n . For example , the ho us ewife ma y
enjoy specific tasks such as cooking or po lishing , a nd yet still be
very unsatisfied with her circumstances in a general way.
Another strong influencing factor to account for the r e s ult is
the great respect given to women in Newfoundland as good mothers and
housekeepers , making it very unlikely that any woman would ....ant to
let herself down in the eyes of others by rating herself unsatisfactory.
'I1tis speculation is consistent wi th one of the basic be l iefs in
social work , which stresses that the a ttitude of the c lient is all
important a nd that it is not only what the client does , bu t wha t he
thinks and feels about what he does wh i ch inf luences his se l f co ncept .
St. J o hn' s house wives obvious ly have a pos i tive approach to the ir
housekeeping , even though observation of the interior of many homes
in the ci ty shows that eome have better circumstances i n which to
work than others .
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General limitations of the s tudy
One of the overall l im i tati o n s of this study was its general
nat ure . The q uestions asked of the respondents did not, and could
not s pecify e xactly what was meant . As with the previously discussed
hous ekeep e r role, where the respondent could have been thinki ng of a
variety o f activities as she answered the questions, each one was
open to individual interpretation . The cecreeetonat role for instance
could have mea nt a game of cards to some, or a holiday in Florida to
others . On the other hand, there was an advantage in having each
respondent replying with reference to her own circumstances wi tho u t
having t o specify exactly what these were, since it was not the
exact circumstances the study was examining but what the respondent
fe lt about those circumstances.
Ano the r poss i ble problem is that the sample of s i ngle parent
fami lies contained a number of categories - such as divorced , widowed ,
never mar r i e d , and spurious effects may have been caused due to
differences in the numbers in each category, and by their s p ecial
characteristics. Campbel l a nd Stanl ey (1963:6) describe this as the
"selection effect" where f a c tor s such as differences in age , length
of time as a one-parent family, number of chi ldren, a nd reason for
being a single parent may a l l affect the category of response . I n
this study , there were more widows in the sampl e than any other group ,
which may have i n f l u e n c e d the resu lts i n an undetermined way .
A caution should be noted here about the use o f the mail survey
technique. The overall return rate wa s 67 percent b u t there should
be some concern about the problem of non-return of questionnaires
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a s this may h a ve b i a sed the resul ts in an unknown way. The r eas o ns
for the non- re turn were no doubt varied, but all indicated a non
comp liant a ttitude or an i nability t o understand and reply to the
qu e s tions, poss Lbjy excl ud i ng a number of r e s ponden t s o f i n ter e st t o
the study . The ultima t e outcome ha d al l the r e s ponde n t s repli ed can
ne ver be known.
The method of sampling should be discussed also . Every 60th
name wa s taken from the City Directory i n order to ensure comple te
r andomne s s. but becaus e of the large "gap" be tw e e n name s this method
excluded ma ny o f tile sma l l s treets in the down town area whe re ma ny
s i ng l e parents live . Th e extreme c are taken to e ns ure randomness
probabl y l ed to a n excess of middle c lass families in the sample who
live on the l o nge r streets in the middle of town , where families
are reasonabl e afflue n t a nd we ll es tablished. An a l ternative woul d
hav e b e e n to take a s.ampLe f rom every str e e t i n St . John 's , i n p r o -
portion to the numb e r s o f people on the stree t . so that the e n t i r e
population could ha ve been sampled eve n l y. Howe ve r , the f act tha t
dif ferences between single and dual parents we r e stil l shown in
spite o f the possible excess o f middle c lass fam i lies. is i mpo r tant.
since the hypothesis was shown t o be correct even with a p ossible
"h andic a p " in the sampling p r o c e s s .
Applicability of findings for services to single parents
since the sample of single pa rents consisted of women with a
variety of marital statuses , it is like l y that several different
types of soc t at servtcc programs shou l d be desig ned to mee t each of
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their needs, but a central consideration should be the provision of
supportive counselling by qualified social workers, since single
parents as a whole have indicated that they have a l ow opinion of
themselves.
One of the ways to provide a variety of services wo uld be to
have a well publicised centre , within the socia l service system,
and supported by government funds, where single parents could go
for help and advice appropriat.e to thei r needs. Information should
be available to single parents on the different types of services
available to them, and proper written referrals could be made to
other s e rvices on the client' s behalf.
The existence of a voluntary group in the city known as
"People Alone Caring Enough" (PACE) provides for some of the needs
of single parents, but is b y no means adequate for all types of
people. The findings with regard to self concept should provide the
impetus for a counselling service as the first priority , since the
other services exist within the system already , to a smal l degree .
Day care services need to b e vastly i ncreased a nd s ubsidized ,
so that single parent women c an take employment i f they wish , and
homemaker services also need to be increased and easily avai lable
at a moment's n o t i c e wh e n s ickness affects the single parent fami ly.
Replication of the study
The question of the generalizabili ty of thi s study to other
geographical areas poses an interesting question. The study was based
on an urban area, and as such it could be repeated in any other urban
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area in Canada . However the results of this work may have been
slightly affected by the fact that St. John's is s till rather more
disadvantaged than mainland Canada wi th regard to unemployment,
poverty , l ow r a tes o f social assistance and high rates of i lli teracy ,
and yet i s noteworthy for the strength of its fami ly ties - all being
important fac tor s affec ting the abi lity to cope and the s ubsequent
effect on the self of the single reother ,
Further research
Th is exploratory study has described sane of the demoqraphic
characteristics of s ingle parent families , and has a lso shown tha t
in general, the single female parent does not show a s much satis-
fac tion with herself as a parent and person as married women.
Con tinu i ng f r om these observations , a more deta i l e d study or s t ud i es
could be c a rried out , focussing on o n l y one aspec t o f the findings .
For e xamp le, the information on inco me r e v e a l ed that i t is l owe r for
single women than for married couples , and a detailed examination
could be made of the way funds are a l located within f amil i e s , providing
a comparison of standards of living for single parents and married
people and a g uide to good budgeting practices for both types of
families.
A comparative s tudy could also b e carried out on the use of
leisure t i me of single parents and their children , s ince the findings
on recreation did not specify what kind of recreation the respondent
had in mind , and why the single parent was l e s s satisfied overal l
with the organization of recreational activities whi le remaining
satisfied with her own ability as o rganizer.
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A study o n sexuality in the two groups could also provide ne ....
knowledge on the patterns of r elationships in the groups and ccepare
them .
Education, too, was a factor not explored in detai l in this
s t ud y . It was shown that more married women than s i ng l e women ha d
some kind o f special training after their basic educ a t i o n - which
on examini ng the replies in e a c h questionnaire seemed to be mainly
nurs ing or nurs ing ass istant ' s tra i n i ng. I n general there ....ere no
mar ke d differences in e ducation bet we e n sing le and dual parents,
although the s i ng le p a r e n ts we r e s light ly ah e a d in this res pe c t ,
and they had mor e trades training . Thes e f a c ts co u l d be e xp l o r ed
in a fur the r study to see if level of education i s corre Lated wi th
marital status.
Elnotional factors could a lso be further explored, since scce
deductions have already been made about the diffe rences i n self
conce p t of the two groups . Psychological and psychiatric t ests coul d
be used as indicator s of emotional wel l -being , to provide an exac t
test of emo tional di f f erenc e s i n the g roup s, and other roles a s
i ndicators o f the s e lf could be examined, such as emp loyee , achiever,
self-educ ator , membe r of the communit y , e tc .
Cons idera t ion sho uld be given to the fact that the basic d esign
of this study i s s uitable for usc with othe r underprivi leged g roups,
for example , t h e a ged, the menta l ly re tar d ed , chi ldren , or na t i ve
peopl e s . A similar measure of satisfaction with roles could be
us ed to help r e v e a l problem areas in the functioning of the
r e s po nd ents. The questionnaire itself is suitable for use in a
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personal interview with the addition of instructions to the inter-
viewer for use in cases where the respondents were unable to Illake
their own replies .
Final ly , i n any further study on single parents , the Focus s hould
be on one category of s i ng le parents only, rather than including all
the c a t egories of the widowed, divorced, separated and n ev e r mar r i ed
i n the total group studied . The conclusions drawn about the gro up
as a whole can only be of a general nature since each g roup ' s spec La L
char acteristics will h a ve influenced the final result in a way that
cannot be exactly determined. The advantage in studying one category
only o f single parents i s that specific deduc t ions can be made whi ch
are r elevant to that g roup only , thus presenting an accurate pict u re .
In conc lusion , this s t udy has co n tributed some n ew knowkedqe
abou t the self concept i n one-paren t Eam.iLi.e a , to add to what i s
a lready known in the f amily literature. Ten percent of the tota l
population of the ci ty of St. John's are single parents , a nd female ,
a set o f circumstances known to produce problems. I t has now been
shown by this work that l o ne female parents feel l e s s satisfied. with
their faIllily lives than marri ed women . The implications o f thi s are
e no rmo us wh e n i t i s r eali ze d that in Canada as a who le there are
4 64,34 5 l on e parent f arni L'i.e .s headed by females, many of wham require
help fr am wh a t is pre s e ntly an inadequate social services s ystem.
The prob lems of these families wi ll have to be taken i n to account
in a much more complete way than has been the case i n the pas t ,
since the well being of a number of our citizens is in quest.ion .
1976
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A ST UDY OF FAI1 1 LIES
Memorial University of Newfoundland
St. John 's
1978
Thank you ve r y muc h for agreei ng to par c i c i pa t;e i n our s tudy . 'l'he
questions arc concerned with things t.hat usually happen in al l fam.i l i e s.
The first set of q uestions is concerned with your contact with your
r ela t i v e s . (pl e a se c ircle your answer).
Fi r s t th i nk a bou t the relatives o n your side of the fam ily. Whom do
yo u c o ns i der a s y o u r c losest relatives?
1. How often do you v i s it y o u r relati ve s ?
VERY OFTEN OFT EN SOHETH'.ES SEL DOM NEVER OTHER
2. How often do your re latives v isit you?
VERY OFT EN OrrEN SOMETIMES SELDOM NEVER OTHER
3. How often do you t a l k on the phone with your relatives?
VERY OFTEN OFTEN SOMETIMES SELOOli NEVER OTHER
4. How o f ten d o yo u write letters to you r re latives?
VER Y or'TEN SOI-'.E1'II>1E5 SELDOM NEVER OTHER
5 . Ho w often d o you rece i ve l e tte r s f r om your r el a tive s ?
VERY OF1'r:N OFTEN SOt~gTlMES SELOOi·! NEVl~R OTHER
(, . l In "'" o r t.en do you receive I i nauc i a I ass t s tencc from your r e l a t i v e s ?
VERY OFTE;,J SOMETI1-l£S SE{,[X):-I NE.VER OTHER
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NOW think about the r e l a t i v e s on your spouses ' side of the family. l'1horn
do you consider a s spous e 's family?
7 . How often d o y ou visit y o u r s pouse 's relatives?
VERY OFTE N OFTEN SOHE'l'It-tES SELDOM NEVER OTHER
8. How often do your spouse's relatives visit you?
VERY OFTEN OFTEN S0t-1ET1HES SELOOM NEVER OTHER
9 . How o f ten do you phone yo ur spouse 's relati v e s ?
VERY OFTE N OFTEN SOMET I MES SELDOM NEVER OTHER
10 . How often do you write letters to your spouse 's relatives?
VERY OFTEN OFTEN SOME'I'I MF.5 SELOOM NEVER OTHER
11. How o f t e n do you receive l e t t e r s f r o m your spouse 's r ela t ives?
VER Y OFTEN OFTEN SOMETHtES SELOOlol. NEVER OTHER
1 2 . lIow often do you rece ive financial a s s i s tanc e from your spouse's
relatives?
VERY OFTEN OFTEN SOMETIMES SELOO11 NEVER OTHER
13. Whom do you conside r as relatives? (I n additio n to closest rela t i v e s
mentioned above)
1'1. ~1Q','" often do you visit t.hcso rcf c t i ves a
VERY Ol·'TEN OFTEN SO:'lET HIES SEL OO,-\ ~lEVE R OTHER
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l:ext we would like you to think about some of t.he different ro les that
yOU usually have to fulfill in t.he family. (please circle your answer) .
I S. During the last six months who earned the family income?
HUSBAND MUCH
MORE THAN
WIFE
HUSBAND MORE
THAN WIFE
HUSBAND AND WIFE IDRE
WIFE EQUALLY THAN
HUSBAND
WIFE HUCIt
}«)RE THAN
HUSBAND
OTIIER
16 . How satisfied d id you fee l wi th this arrangement?
VERY SOMEWHAT NOT V ERY
SATISFIED SATISFIED SATISFIED SATI S F I ED UNSATISFIED
17 . no you feel that the amount of money available is adequate for your
family 's basic needs?
VERY SOMEWHAT NOT NOT AT ALL
ADEQUA'l'E ADEQUATE ADEQUATE ADEQUATE ADEQUATE
18 . How satisfied are you with the ...·ay your housework is done?
VERY SOf·tEWHAT NOT VERY
SATISFIED SATISFIED SATISFIED SATISFIED UNSATISFIED
19. \'Iho cares for the physical needs of your chi ld (ch i ldren ) ?
lW S ELF
AT,HAYS
I
MYSBL~~
USUAl.I.Y
I
DUTlf.S StlJ\RED
tUTH OTHERS
OTHERS
SOMET I MeS
OT HE RS
AIMAYS
20. If your answer to question 19 was " MYSELF AI.~·IAYS" or
" HYSEL F USUALLY " . how sat.is f ied arc you wi t.h yourself
in the way you care for the phys i ca I needs of your child
(c h i Id r cn}?
Vl::fl:Y SOt1L"\-IIlJ\T eor VERY
SATI:.i~·It:D S,',TISi-"IED 5,\'I"Ir.nE:D SAT[Si-"I~:D U;ISATISFIEO
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21. How satisfied are you with the overall arr anqomcnt.s f o r caring f o r
the physical needs of your child (children)?
VE RY SOMEWHAT tnT VERY
SATISFIED SATISFIED SATISFIED SATISFIED SATISFIED
22. '·:ho t e a c h e s and disciplines your child ( c hild r e n) ?
MYS ELF MYSELF
ALHAYS US UALLY
DtrrIES SHARED HUSBAND OR
WITH HUSBAND OTHERS SOMETIMES
OR OTHERS
HUSBAND OR
OTHERS ALiiAYS
2 3 . I f your answer t o q u estio n 22 was "MYSEI..F AUiAYS " OR "l-tYS ELP
USUALLY". how satis f ied a r e y o u wi th your s e lf in t.he way y ou
teach and discipli ne your chi l d (child r en )?
Vl':RY SOMEWHAT NOT VERY
SATISFIED SATISFI ED SATISFI ED SATI S F IED UNSATI SFIED
2 4. Ho w satisfi ed are you with the ove ra l l teachi ng a nd disci p l i n i ng
of youe child (c h ild r e n) ?
VERY SO;~'HAT NOT VERY
SATISFIED S1I.T1S1"1ED SATISFIED SATISFIED UNSATISF IED
25 . \fu o organizes t h e family 's rec rea tion?
MYS ELF MYSELF
ALWAYS USUN.. LY
DUTI ES SHARED HUSBAND OR
WI TH HU5BAtm OTHERS SOHETII1t:S
OR OTHERS
HUS BAND OR
OTHERS ALWAYS
26 . If y our ans we r to q uest ion 25 wa s " MYS ELF AL\~AYS " o r "MYSELP
US UALLY" , ho-..... satisf ied a r e yo u with yo u r sel f in t he way you
o r g a n ize the fam ily's recr e a t ional a ctiv ities ?
VERY SOl·U:t'lHAT NOT VERY
SATISF'If.D SATISFIED SATISrIf.D SAT I SF I ED llrlS1I.TISF'IED
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27. uow sat.isfied are you g e ne r a l l y with t he organization of t h e
family 's recreational ac t i v it ies?
VERY SO:-tEWHAT NOT VERY
SATISfIED SATI SFIt:D SAT I S FI ED SATI SFIED UNSATISFIED
28 . How satisfied are you with t.he wa y you ful fill y our sexual role?
VERY SOME\'lHAT NOT VERY UOT
SATISFIED SATISFIED SATISF IED SATI SFIED UNSATISFIED APPLI CJ\BJ.E
29. Ho w satisfied are you with your abilit.y to list.en t o and help your
h u s band with h i s problems? (If no hu sba nd i s present , answer thi s
q u e s tion thinking of some o t he r man wi t h whom you have a d eep
p e r s o nal r e l a t ionship.)
VER Y SO:·tEWHAT NOT VERY NOT
SATISF IED SATI SF I ED SA.TISF IE D SATISFIED UNS ATI SFIED APPLICABLE
30. How sat.isfied a r e you with your husband 's abilit.y to listen to and
help wi th your problems ? (If no husband is present , a nswer t.his
quest.ion t.hinking of s o me other man with whom you ha v e a d e ep
persona l r elat.ionship.)
VERY SONEHHAT NOT VERY NOT
SATISFIED SATI Sfo' I ED SATI SFIED SATISF IED UNSATI SF I ED APPLI CABLE
31. Al l thi ng s considered , how satisfied arc you with y our life g ene r ally?
Vf::RY SOMEl,~1IAT NOT VERY
SAT ISf'IED SATI SF I ED SATISFIED SATISF IED UNSATI SFIED
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\~e arc atso interested in ga thering som e general information about children.
please think o f your o ldest child who is s t il l i n school and answer t h e
follmdng que stions. l'ie are not interes t e d i n kn owing the name of the
child, but it is i mp o r t a n t for you to concentrate on this one child
whe n answering this next set of questions.
Ag e of c hi ld :
Se x of chi ld: F M
Birth order : o ldest
School Grade:
y o un g e s t _ _ middle
32. How many clubs , organizations or leagues d o e s your ch i ld belong to?
SIX OR MORE FIVE FOUR THREE Ti'10 ONE NONE
33 . Please describe up t o three of these (for e xamp Ie , Boy Scouts,
Girl Guides, Sports l e a g u e s , hobby groups , e t.c , )
34. Who~e idea is it for he/she to join such ac.tivitics?
fIlS/IIER olm
BROTHERS OR SISTERS
FRIENDS
YOURSELF
OTHER
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35. 110',-/ often does he/she stay in these clubs after joining?
ALW'l.YS USUALLY IT USUALLY ALWAYS
STA YS STAYS DEPENDS QUI'rS QUITS
36. At what level is your child in his/her class?
TOP AVERAGE LO\fER REMEDIAL SPECIAL OTHER (please specify)
GROUP GROUP GROUP EDUCATION
37. How often does he/she have special problems in doing school work ?
NEVER SELDOH SO!".ETIMES OFTEN VERY OFTEN
38. How often does he/she receive special awards or prizes either in
school or in other activities?
VERY OFTEN OFTEN SOHETIMES SELOO11 NEVER
39 . Frequent ly , children will have periods when t h e y don 't we n t; to go to
school. How often have you had trouble getting your child to go to
school?
NEVER SELOOM SOMETIHES OFTEN VERY OFTEN
40. Docs your child ever have discipline problems at school?
NEVER SELOOM SONt::TIMES OFTEN VERY OFTEN
41. How many friends does your chi ld normally have?
A GOOD t·1ANY ENOUGH NOT VERY HANY VERY FEI'I" NONE
4 2 . HOI" ...'ell does he/she uuuu l Iy yet_ a Ionq with friends?
VERY I','ELI, FAWLS I'I"[,;LL IWEHAGE NUT VEP-Y \,ELL NOT AT ALL HELL
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43. Ho..... easily does he/she m.J.ke new friends?
VERY EASILY FAIRLY EASILY AVERAGE NOT VERY EASILY NOT AT ALL EASILY
44. How manyof your child 's friends are:
A. In hi s / h e r c lass a t school? ALL MOST 50 :1£ VERY FE N NONE
B . I n yo u r immediate neighbourhood? ALL ><lST SOME VERY F EW NONE
C. Considerably older than him/her? ALL ><lST SOME VERY FEW NONE
O. Considerably younger than him/her? ALL ><lST SOlon: VERY FE\'f NONE
E. Of the opposite sex? ALL ><lST SOME VERY FE\·l NONE
45 . IiDw popular do ~ think your child feels with his/he r friends and
c lassmates?
VERY FAIRLY AVERAGE NOT VERY NOT AT ALL
POPULAR POPULAR POPULAR POPUL.II,.R
46. Do you ever wo r r y about his/her popularity?
VERY OFTEN OFTEN SO:1ETIHES SELDOM NEVER
47. I n your opinion. how often does your child worry about his/her
popularity?
VERY OFTEN OFTEN SOMETIHES SELOOH t:EVER
48 . Does y Ollr child have a problem wi.t.h b e J we t t i n g ?
YES NO
49 . Ho.... often has your child wet the bed in the past year?
NOT AT ALL 1-5 TIMES 5-25 TIMES 25-50 TI:·1!:S 50-100 THiES MORE
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50 . How oft.en does your c h i l d help out. at home ?
VERY OFTEN OFTEN SOHET l MES SEL OOM. nevce
51. How often does your child present. a discipli ne problem a t home?
NEVER SELDOM SOHETIHES OFTEN VERY OF'rEN
52. How many t ame s h a s you!" chi ld ever received professional he l p for
a n emot.ional problem?
NEVER ONCE 2-5 TIMES 6-10 THiES MORE 1'IlAN 10 T I NES
53. What. t ype o f help i ng person did your ch ild see?
NOT APPL ICABLE
PSYCHU. TRI ST
PSYCHOLOGIST
SOCIAL WORKER
GUIDANCE COUNSELLOR
OTHER (specify)
54. How often were visits made?
NOT APPLICABLE
HORE THAN ONCE A WEEK
\'1EF.KLY
UI-\vEEKLY
HONTHLY
LESS THAU MONTll1.Y
O:-.l1.Y ONE VIS IT MJ\DE
55. 110\" often has your c h i l d been quus t.Loned by the police?
N~:VF.R O"lCF. TlHC E TIIRU; OR FOUR TIHI :S f"IVE OR H.JRE TI:.[Z5
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56. How often have the police ever questioned ~ about yo ur child?
NEVER ONCE T\HCE THREE OR FOUR TIMES FIVE OR t10RF: 'I'HiES
57. How often d o you fee l you have reason to worry about your ch i l d
ge t ti ng into legal trouble?
NEVER SELDOM SOMETHiES OFTEN VER Y OFTEN
Final ly , we wou l d lik e t o ask a f ew questions about yourself to help wi t h
the data analysis. Please circle your answer to each of the following
questions:
58 . Se x ; MALE
59. t'fuat i s your age? l. 20 AND UNDER
2 . 21 TO 25
3 . 26 TO 30
4. 31 TO 35
5. 36 TO 40
6 . 41 TO 50
7 . 50 AND OVER
60. a c r Lt.at Status; 1.
2.
3 .
4 . SEPARATED
5. DESERTED
6. m;v~:tt MARRIED
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61- Your religion is; 1- ROMAN CATHOLIC
2. ANGLICAN
3 . UNITED CHURCH
4. SALVATION ARl'lY
5 . OTHER (specify)
6. NONE
62. During the last year, how often did you attend church?
1. NOT AT ALL
2. A FEI., TIt"..ES
3. ABOUT ONCE A MONTH
4. TWO OR THREE TII'1ES 1\ MONTH
5. ABOUT ONCE A WEEK OR MJRE
63. How much schooling did you complete?
1 . GRADE E IGHT OR LESS
2 . ~1E HIGH SCHOOL
3 . HIGH SCHOOL GAADUATE
4. TRADES TRJ\.INWG
5 . SOME UNIVERSIT'i
6 . UNIVERSITY GRADUATE
7. OTHER TRAINING OR EDUCATIOcf (please specify)
Wi f e' s Occupation
601. Arc you employed outside the hallie?
1. FULL TIHE
a.
3. wYr AT ALL
4. 11' UNEHPLOYcD , \"/tlI.:N or o YOU LAST ~':ORK?
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(64 - A). Pleas e desc ribe you r u s ue t occupa tion : (I f no t presone ry emp l o y e d .
please desc ribe yo ur Las t. job.)
T I TL E :
KIND OF \ofORK YOU DO :
Husband I S OCcupati on
65. Employment status :
1. FULL TIME
2. PART THtE
3 . NOT AT ALL
4. IF UNE.liPLOYED, HOW LONG?
(6 5-A) . Please d e s cribe usual o c cupa tion of hu s band: (If unemployed, please
describe l ast job.)
TITLE:
xrtm OF \.;QHK OONF::
66. Arc you a nd your c hi l d r e n p r e s e n tly l iving a s a single pa r ent faJllily
unit (for ex ampl e , without a f a irly permanen t partner)?
YES no
I f yo u answered "NO" to this ques tion, please go on to question '69.
67. If spouse i s abs ent , please indicate how long:
l. NEVER I.IVE D TOGETHER
2. 1 YEfl. R OR LE SS
3 . 2 n ;ARS TO 3 YEr..RS
4. 4 n ;f\f1.5 TO 5 YEr..RS
5 . 6 Y l:4-\ RS -rc 10 YEARS
6 . II '{LARS -ro 15 YE:ARS
r , N~)RE -ruxn 15 YLARS
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68. If spouse is absent, please indicate how long you l i ve d together b e f o r e
the relationship ended:
l. NEVER LIVED TOGETHER
2 . 1 'fEAR OR LESS
3. 2 YEARS TO 3 YEARS
4 . 4 YEARS TO 5 YE.&.RS
5 . 6 YEARS TO 10 YEARS
6 . 11 YEARS TO 1 5 YEARS
7. MORE THAN 1 5 YEARS
69. What a r e your present housing arrangements?
1 . OWN HOHE
2. RE1ITED PUBLIC HOUSING
3 . OTHER RENTED ACCOOODATIONS
4 . LIV ING WITH RELATIVES
5 . OTHER (p l e a s e specify )
70 . Ho w l o ng h a ve you l i v e d in St. John 's?
1. 6 f.IONTHS OR LESS
2. 1 TO 2 YEARS
3. 3 TO 5 YEARS
4 . 6 TO 10 'fEARS
5. OVER 10 YEARS
71. t.e nq t.h of time at, pr-cscnt. address .
1 . 6 f10NTtlS OR LESS
2. 1 TO 2 YFJ\RS
3 . 3 TO 5 'fEARS
4 . 6 TO 10 YBARS
5. OVER 10 Yl:ARS
- 1 27 -
72 . How satisfied are you with your present accoeodc e Ion>
VERY SOHEW'HAT NOT VERY NOT AT ALL
SATISFIED SATISFIED SATISFIED SATISFIED SATISFIED
73 . How many children do you have?
74 . How many of yo ur chi ldren we r e planned?
l\LL SO:·1E NONE
7 5 . Ho w a l d are your c h i ldren?
Pleas e state age s .
BOYS GI RLS
Thank you very much for your pare Ic tpe e Ion in this study . If you wo u l d
l i ke to receive a copy of the results of the study , please wr i t e your n ame
and address on the back of the enclosed r e t u r n e nvelope.
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S·..', , . '
MEA10 RIAL UNIV ERSIT Y OF NEWFOUN DLAND
s-. John'~ Newfoundl and, Can ada Al B 3X8
&e'flera~ Office
rdu~ation Bu.ildi ng
Telu : 016-4101
Telephone; (709) 75J.1200
Thank you for agree i ng to parti c ipate in our s t ud y , whi c h will
help identify some o f the i mportan t cha racteris t ics o f f ami lies and
con t r ibute to i mprov ing s e rvic e s to famili es in o ur c ommurrtt y , As
....e i nd ica ted whe n we t alke d wi th you on t h e phone, we wa n t eo t be r s
on ly to co mpl ete the en clo s e d qu e s t i o nna ire . The qu estionnai re i s
being mailed t o a small , but repre senta t i ve s a mple of peo p l e . The r e -
fore , it i s extremel y important t h a t eve r yone who receives a ques t ionnaire
fill it out and return it t o us with i n one vee k if poss i b l e .
As we are in t e r es t ed i n d i s cover i ng genera l t r ends, an d no t
indiv i d ual c ha r ac teris tics , yo u r na me is not o n the que s t i o nna i r e ,
no r will it be pla c e d ther e . The r e is a mial nu mber on each
que stionnaire which makes it po s s i ble to kno w who has returned the
ques t i o nnair e a nd to remove t ha t na me from th e mail i ng li s t. The
s t ud y is e n t i rely confiden t i a L We hope tha t you ",U l find i t
i n t eresting.
Should yo u require further information pl e ase c o ntact u s at
753-1200, ext. 2165 (daytime) or 722-1 218 (evening s) . I n closing
we wou ld a ga i n like t o thank yo u f or you r a s sista nce in our s t udy .
Sincerely,
Hel en Hand r f ea n
Bet t y NewLand s
Bryan" Purcell
Res e a r ch Direc tors
l ljc
- 13 0 -
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(i)
Now that you have com p let e d the questionna i r e yoursel f,
as a final favor, we a re wonder i n g i f yo u could help
us a little further by naming t wo more fami l i es whom
you t h i nk fit our r equire me nts , a nd who mig h t help
us by answe ring a qu estionnaire. If po s sible , we
wo u l d like to get the names of a) one f a mil y in
which both p a r e n t s are present, and b) o ne family
i n wh ich t he mother is the only parent present.
(ii)
a) Name:
Ad d r e s s :
b) Name:
Addre ss :
Lae t wee ... a questi on na i re co ncerni n g f a ruilie s a n d ho v they
function ....as mailed to you.
I f you have a lready completed and retu rned it to u s please
accept our s incere thanks. If you have not already mai led ou r
que s t Lonna Lr e , co uld you please do so t oday. Becaus e the ques-
t i o n na i r e h a s been sent to only a small, bu t repres entative s arap Le
of peo p Ie , i t is ext r eme Ly important that your s al so be included
in th e s r udy i f t h e results arc to be accu r c t e .
If you nave any questions , o r if you did not r ecc t v c t h e;
quc s t f oana t r e , o r i t got mt s p La c od , pl e a s e c al I \ I S nov <It
753 -l200 cxt . 2165 (da y t i me) or 722-1218 (evcn Lng s ) .
Sincere l y,
Helen Il.Jndr 1ga ll
Betty xev l a nd s
g r yn n Pu r cell
kc s e a r c h m r c c r or s
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Crosstabulation tables - Single and
du a l parentness with family roles
- 13 3 -
EARNER OF THE FAMIL Y IN COME DURING THE LAS T SIX MONTHS
Co un t
Row Pet Sing l e Dual Row
Col Pet Total
Tot Pet 1. 2.
1. 4 1 27 13 1
Husband much more 3 .1 96. 9 42. 8
4 . 3 59. 6
1. 3 41.5
2 . 2 36 3B
Hus ba nd more 5 .3 94. 7 12 .4
2 .2 16.9
0. 7 11.8
3. 2 15 1 7
Equally 11 . 8 8 8 . 2 5 .6
2 .2 7 . 0
0 . 7 4.9
4. 5 6 11
Wife more 4 5 . 5 54. 5 3 .6
5.4 2 .B
1.6 2 .0
5. 13 0 13
Wife much more 10 0. 0 0. 0 4 . 2
14 .0 0 . 0
4 .2 0 . 0
6 . 67 29 96
Other 69 .8 30.2 31.4
72 .0 13 .6
21.9 9.5
Column 93 213 306
Total 30.4 69 .6 100 . 0
- 134 -
SATI SFACTION WITH ARRANGEMENTS FOR EARNING FAMILY I NCOME
count;
Row Pet Single D~l R~
Co l Pet Total
Tot Pet l. 2 .
l. 23 126 149
Very satisfied 1 5 . 4 84 .6 50 .5
2 7 . 1 60.0
7. 8 4 2 . 7
2. 25 57 8 2
Satisfied 30 . 5 69 .5 27 .8
29 .4 27.1
8 .5 19 .3
3 . 14 19 33
Somewhat 42 .4 57. 6 11. 2
s atisfied 16 .5 9.0
4.7 6 .4
4. 14 7 21
Not satisf ied 66 .7 33.3 7 . 1
16.5 3.3
4 . 7 2 . 4
5. 9 1 10
Very 9 0.0 10. 0 3. 4
unsatisfied 10.6 0 .5
3 .1 0 .3
Column 85 210 295
Total 28.8 71. 2 100 . 0
- 13S -
SATISFACTION WITH ADEQUACY OF FAMILY INCOME
count,
Row Pct Single Dual Row
Co l Pct Total
Tot Pct l. 2 .
l. 10 4' 59
Very satisfied 16 . 9 83 .1 19 .0
10.2 23 . 1
3 . 2 15 .8
2 . 25 11 0 135
Sa t is f ied 18 . 5 81.5 43 .5
25.5 51.9
8 . 1 35. 5
3 . 23 35 58
somewhat; 39 .7 60. 3 18 .7
sat isf ied 2 3.5 16 . 5
7 . 4 11. 3
4. 24 10 34
Not satisfied 70 .6 29 .4 11.0
24.5 4 . 7
7 . 7 3.2
5. 16 8 24
Very 66 .7 33.3 7. 7
unsatisfied 16 .3 3 .8
5 .2 2 .6
Co lumn 98 212 310
Total 31.6 68 .4 100.0
-
136-
SATISFACTION WITH HOUSEWORK
Count
Row Pet Single 0=1 Row
Col Pet Total
Tot Pet 1- 2.
1- 29 56 85
Very satisfied 34.1 65.9 27.6
29.9 26.5
9 .4 18.2
2 . 45 99 144
Satisfied 31.3 68.8 46.8
46.4 46 .9
14.6 32.1
3 . 16 40 56
Somewhat 28.6 71.4 1 8 . 2
satisfied 16.5 19 . 0
5.2 13.0
4. 6 15 21
Not satisfied 28.6 71.4 6 .8
6.2 7 .1
1- 9 4 . 9
5 . 1 1 2
Very 50.0 50.0 0 .6
unsatisfied 1-0 0 .5
0 .3 0.3
Column 97 211 308
Total 31.5 68 .5 100 .0
- 13 7 -
WHO CARES FOR PHYSICAL NEEDS OF CHI LDREN
Count
Row Pet Single D~l Row
Co l Pet Total
Tot Pet 1. 2 .
1. 74 61 135
Myself always 54.8 45. 2 44 .6
77.9 29 .3
24 .4 20.1
2. 14 91 10 5
Myself usually 13.3 86 .7 34.7
14.7 43 .8
4 .6 30.0
3. 6 52 58
Shared 10.3 89.7 19 .1
6 .3 2 5.0
2 .0 17.2
4. 0 3 3
Shared sometimes 0. 0 100 .0 1. 0
0.0 1.4
0 .0 1. 0
5 . 1 1 2
Shared always 50 .0 50 .0 0.7
1.1 0 .5
0 .3 0 . 3
Column 95 208 303
Total 31.4 68 .6 100 .0
-
136 -
RESPONDENTS SATISFACTION WI11i POLE OF CARING FOR THE
PHYSICAL NEEDS OF CHILDREN
COunt
Row Pet Single Dual Row
Col Pet Total
Tot Pet 1. 2.
1. 41 86 127
Very satisfied 32.3 67.6 51 .0
45.6 54.1
16.5 34.S
2. 40 62 102
Satisfied 39.2 60.8 41.0
44.4 39 .0
16 . 1 24 .9
3. 7 11 18
Somewhat 38.9 61.1 7.2
satisfied 7 .8 6 .9
2.8 4 .4
4 . 1 0 1
Not s a tisfied 100 .0 0.0 0.4
1.1 0.0
0 .4 0.0
5. 1 0 1
Very 100.0 0 .0 0.4
unsatisfied 1.1 0 .0
0 .4 0.0
COlumn 90 159 249
Total 36.1 63 .9 100 . 0
- 139 -
OVERALL SATISFACTION WITH CARING FOR THE
PHYSICAL NEEDS OF CHILDREN
count;
Row Pet Single Dual Row
Col Pe t Total
Tot Pet 1. 2 .
1. 32 94 126
Very satisfied 25.4 74.6 41.3
33.7 44.8
10.5 30 .8
2. 41 10 4 145
Satisfied 28.3 71. 7 47 .5
43 .2 49 .5
13.4 34. 1
3 . 17 10 27
Somewhat 63.0 37 .0 B.9
satisfied 17.9 4.B
5.6 3.3
4. 4 2 6
Not satisfied 66.7 33.3 2.0
4 .2 1. 0
1.3 0 .7
5. 1 0 1
Very 100.0 0.0 0.3
unsatisfied 1. 1 0.0
0.3 0 .0
Co lumn 95 210 305
Total 31. 1 68 .9 100 . 0
- 140 -
WHO TEACHES AND DISC I PLI NES CHI LDREN
Count
Row Pet Single Dual Row
Co l Pet To tal
Tot Pet 1. 2 .
1. 7 5 18 93
Myself always 80.6 19 .4 31.2
80.6 8 .8
25.2 6 .0
2. 11 3 1 42
Myse lf usually 26.2 73.8 14 . 1
11 .8 15 .1
3.7 10.4
3 . 5 156 161
Sha r e d 3 .1 96.9 54.0
5 .4 76.1
1. 7 52 .3
4. 2 0 2
Sha r e d sometiJnes 100.0 0.0 0.7
2.2 0.0
0.7 0 .0
Column 93 20 5 298
Total 31.2 66.6 100.0
- 141 -
RESPONDENTS SATISFACTION WITH TEACHING AND DISCIPLINING CHILDREN
Count
Row Pet Single Dual Row
Col Pet Total
Tot Pet 1. 2 .
1. 20 21
"Ver y s a tisfied 48.8 51. 2 27.2
23.0 32 .8
1 3. 2 13 .9
2. . 5 29 7.
Sati sfied 60 .8 39 .2 49 . 0
51. 7 45.3
29.8 19 . 2
3 . 19 1 . 33
Some what 57.6 42. 4 21.9
s a tis f i ed 21.8 21. 9
12. 6 9 . 3
.. 3 0 3
Not sat isf ied 100.0 0 .0 2 .0
3.' 0 .0
2.0 0.0
Column 87 6. 1 51
Total 57 .6 42 . 4 100 .0
- 142 -
OVERALL SATISFACTION WITH TEACHING AND DI SCIPLINING CHILDREN
Count
Row Pet Single Dual
"""Col Pet Total
Tot Pet 1. 2.
1.
"
64 86
Very satisfied 25 .6 74 .4 28.3
23 .2 30.6
7.2 21.1
2 . 50 114 164
Satisfied 30 .5 69.5 53.9
52.6 54 .5
16.4 37 .5
3 .
"
29 51
Some wha t 4 3 . 1 56.9 16 .8
sa tisfied 23.2 13 .9
7 .2 9 .5
4. 1 2 3
Not satisfied 33.3 66.7 1.0
1.1 1.0
0 .3 0. 7
Column 95 209 304
Total 31.3 68.8 100.0
- 1 43 -
WHO ORGANIZES FAMILY 'S RECREATION
Count
Ro w Pet Single Dual Row
Co l Pet Total
Tot Pet 1. 2.
1. 63 16 79
Myse l f alway s 79.7 20 .3 26.5
70 .8 7. 7
21, 1 5.4
2 . 21 24 45
My s el f usually 46 .7 53 .3 15.1
23.6 11.5
7.0 B.l
3. 4 16 3 16 7
Shared 2 .4 97 .6 56.0
4 . 5 78. 0
1. 3 54 . 7
4. 1 5 6
Shared sometimes 16 . 7 83.3 2 . 0
1.1 2 . 4
0 .3 1.7
5. 0 1 1
Shared a l way s 0 .0 100.0 0 .3
0 .0 0 .5
0.0 0 .3
Column B9 209 29B
Total 29 .9 70.1 100. 0
- 144 -
RESPONDENTS SATISFACTION WITH ORGANIZATION OF FAMILY RECREATION
Coun t
Row Pet Single Dual Row
Co l Pet Tota l
To t Pet 1. 2.
1. 14 8 22
Very s a t isfied 63 .6 36.4 15. 8
16 .3 15.1
10. 1 5.8
2. 38 27 65
Satisfied 58.5 41.5 46.8
44. 2 50 .9
27 .3 19 . 4
3. 25 1 2 37
Somewhat 67.6 32.4 26.6
s atisfied 29 . 1 22 .6
18. 0 8 .6
4 . 9 5 14
No t satisfied 64.3 35 .7 10 .1
10.5 9 .4
6. 5 3.6
5. 0 1 1
Ve ry 0.0 100.0 0 .7
unsatisfied 0 .0 1. 9
0 .0 0 .7
Column 86 53 13 9
Total 61.9 38 . 1 100.0
-
145 -
GENERAL SATISFACTION WITH ORANlZATION OF FAMILY RECREATION
Count
Ro w Pet Single Dua l Row
Col Pet Total
Tot Pet 1. 2.
1. 11 33 44
Very s a t isfied 25 .0 75 .0 14. 7
12.0 1 5 . 9
3.7 11. 0
2 . 4 2 112 1 54
Satisfied 27 .3 72.7 5 1.3
4 5 . 7 5 3.8
14 .0 37. 3
3. 28 48 76
Somewhat 36.8 63 .2 25 .3
satis f ied 30.4 23. 1
9 .3 16 . 0
4. 11 14 25
Not satisfied 4 4 . 0 56 .0 8 .3
1 2. 0 6 .7
3. 7 4 . 7
5. 0 1 1
Ve ry 0 .0 100 . 0 0 .3
un s a tis fie d 0.0 0 .5
0 .0 0 .3
Colwnn 92 208 30 0
Total 30 .7 69 .3 10 0. 0
-
146 -
SATISFACTION WITH FULFlLU-lENT OF SEKUAL ROLE
Count
Row Pet Single Dual Row
Col Pet Total
Tot Pet 1. 2.
1. 7 69 76
Very satisfied 9.2 90.8 26 .6
B.B 33 .5
2.4 24 .1
2 . 16 10 3 11 9
Satisfied 1 3 . 4 86.6 41.6
20 .0 50 .0
5.6 36 .0
3. 5 24 29
Some wha t 17.2 82.8 10.1
sa tisfied 6.3 11. 7
1. 7 B.4
4. 3 1 4
Not satisfied 75.0 25.0 1.4
3 . B 0 .5
1.0 0.3
5. 4 2 6
Very 66.7 33.3 2 . 1
unsatisfied 5.0 1.0
1. 4 0.7
6. 45 7 52
Not app licable 86 .5 13 .5 18.2
56.3 3 . 4
15 . 7 2 . 4
Column BO 206 2B6
Tota l 28.0 72 . 0 100 .0
- 147 -
SATISFACTION WITH THERAPEUTIC ROLE
Count
Row Pet Single Dual Row
Col Pet Total
Tot Pet 1. 2.
1. 13 89 102
Very satisfied 12 .7 87.3 35.8
16.7 43.0
4.6 31.2
2. 13 86 99
Satisfied 13 .1 86.9 34 .7
16 . 7 41.5
4.6 30.2
3. 4 23 27
Somewhat 14.8 85 .2 9.5
satisfied 5.1 11.1
1.4 8.1
4. 2 6 8
Not satisfied 25.0 75.0 2.8
2.6 2.9
0 .7 2 .1
6. 46 3 49
Not applicable 93.9 6.1 17.2
59 .0 1.4
16 .1 1. 1
Column 78 207 285
Total 27.4 72 .6 100 .0
- 148 -
SATISFACTION WITH PARTNERS THERAPEUTIC ROLE
COWl t
Row Pet Single D~l R~
Co l Pet Total
Tot Pet 1. 2 .
1. 13 84 97
Very satisfied 13.4 86 .6 33.9
16.7 40 .4
4 . 5 29. 4
2. 12 7 5 8 7
Satisfied 13.8 86 .2 30.4
15 .4 36.1
4 .2 26 .2
3 . 6 31 37
Somewhat 16 .2 83.8 1 2 . 9
s atisfied 7.7 14 . 9
2 . 1 10. 8
4. 4 14 18
Not satisfied 22.2 77.8 6 . 3
5. 1 6.7
1.4 4 . 9
5. 1 1 2
Very 50 .0 50 .0 0 .7
unsatisfied 1.3 0 .5
0.3 0 .3
6. 42 3 45
No t applicable 93 .3 6. 7 15.7
53.8 1 . 4
14 .7 1.0
Column "'8 208 286
Total 27.3 72 .7 100. 0
-
149 -
SATISFACTION WITH LIFE GENERALLY
Count
Row Pet Single Dual Row
Col Pet Total
Tot Pet 1. 2 .
1. 20 82 10 2
Very satisfied 19 .6 80 .4 34 .0
21.7 39 .4
6.7 27 .3
2. 22 93 11 5
Satisfied 19.1 80.9 38 . 3
23 .9 44. 7
7. 3 31 . 0
3. 31 30 61
Somewhat 50 .8 49.2 20.3
satisfied 33 .7 14. 4
10 . 3 10 . 0
4. 13 2 15
Not satisfied 86 .7 1 3 . 3 5 .0
14 . 1 1. 0
4 .3 0 .7
5. 6 1 7
Very 85.7 14 .3 2 .3
unsatisfied 6 .5 0 .5
2 .0 0.3
Column 92 208 300
Tota l 30 .7 69 .3 10 0. 0
- 150 -
APPENDIX E
Crosstabulation tables - Single and dual
parentness with demographic variables
- 15 1 -
AGE OF RESPONDENT
Count
Row Pet Single Dual Row
Col Pet Total
Tot Pet 1. 2.
1. 1 0 1
20 and under 100.0 0 .0 0.3
1. 0 0.0
0 .3 0.0
2 . 8 7 15
21 t o 25 53.3 46.7 4 .8
8.2 3 .3
2.6 2.3
3. 1 2 28 40
26 to 30 30.0 70 .0 12.9
12.2 13 .2
3.9 9 .0
4. 25 57 82
31 to 35 30 .5 69.5 26.5
25 .5 26.9
8.1 18 . 4
5. 16 50 66
36 to 40 24.2 75.8 21. 3
16 .3 23 .6
5 .2 16. 1
6 . 28 54 82
4 1 to 50 34. 1 65.9 26.5
28 .6 25.5
9.0 17. 4
7. 8 16 24
50 a nd over 33.3 66.7 7 .7
8.2 7 .5
2.6 5 .2
Column 98 212 310
Total 31.6 68 .4 100 .0
- 1 52 -
MARI TAL STATUS
Count
Row Pet Single Dual
"'"'Col Pet Total
Tot Pet 1. 2 .
1. 3 205 208
Marr ied 1. 4 98 .6 67.1
3.1 96 .7
1 . 0 66.1.
2 . 30 5 35
Di vo rced 85.7 14.3 1.1. 3
30 .6 2. 4
9 .7 1. 6
3. 34 2 36
wi dowed 94. 4 5.6 11.6
34.7 0 .9
1.1.. 0 0 .6
4 . 21 0 21
Separated 100.0 0.0 6 .8
21. 4 0 .0
6.8 0.0
5. 2 0 2
Deserted 100.0 0 .0 0 .6
2.0 0 .0
0.6 0.0
6. 8 0 8
Ne v e r Marr ied 100 .0 0.0 2 .6
8 .2 0 .0
2 .6 0 .0
Co lumn 98 212 31 0
Total 31.6 68 .4 100.0
- 1 5 3 -
~
Count
Row Pet Single Dua l Row
Col Pe t Total
Tot Pet 1. 2.
1. 46 85 131
RC 35 .1 64.9 42 .3
46 .9 40.1
14.6 2 7 . 4
2. 24 55 79
ANG 30 .4 69.6 25.5
24.5 25.9
7.7 17.7
3. 16 47 63
DC 25.4 74.6 20.3
16.3 22.2
5 .2 15 .2
4. 4 3 7
SA 57.1 4 2 . 9 2.3
4 .1 1.4
1. 3 1.0
5. 5 20 25
Other 20 .0 80.0 8 .1
5 . 1 9.4
1. 6 6.5
6. 3 2 5
None 60.0 40 . 0 1.6
3. 1 0.9
1. 0 0.6
cotumn 98 212 310
Total 31.6 68 . 4 100.0
-
154 -
CHURCH ATTENDANCE
Count
Row Pet Single Dual R~
Col Pet Total
Tot Pe t l. 2 .
l. 24 21 45
Not at all 53.3 46.7 14.5
24 .5 9.9
7.7 6.8
2 . 38 67 105
Few Times 36 .2 63.8 33.9
38 .8 31.6
12.3 21.6
3. 7 23 30
Once a Month 23 .3 76 .7 9.7
7.1 10 .8
2 .3 7 .4
4. 10 35 45
Two to Three 22.2 77 .8 14 . 5
Times 10 . 2 16.5
3.2 11.3
5 . 19 66 85
Once a week 22.4 77.6 27.4
or Month 19 .4 31. 1
6.1 21. 3
Column 98 212 310
Total 31.6 68.4 100 . 0
-
155 -
EDUCATION
COWlt
Row Pet Single Dual
"'"'Co l Pct Total
To t Pet l. 2.
l. 15 19 34
Gr . B or Less 44.1 55.9 11. 0
15. 3 9.0
4. 9 6 . 1
2. 27 56 83
Some Hi g h School 32.5 6 7 . 5 26.9
27.6 26 . 5
8 .7 18 . 1
3. 14 33 47
High School Grad 29 .8 70 .2 1 5. 2
14 . 3 15. 6
4 .5 10 . 7
4. 1 4 17 31
Trades Training 45 .2 54 .8 10 .0
14 . 3 8 .1
4. 5 5.5
5. 9 18 27
Some Universi ty 33 .3 66.7 8 .7
9.2 8 .5
2.9 5.8
6. 7 13 20
Univ. Grad. 35 .0 65 .0 6 .5
7 . 1 6. 2
3. 9 17 . 8
7 . 12 55 67
Other 1 7. 9 82 . 1 21. 7
12 .2 26 .1
3 .9 17.8
Column 98 211 309
Total 31. 7 68 .3 100 .0
- 156 -
EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF WIFE
Co un t
Row Pet Single Dual Row
Col Pet Total
Tot Pet 1. 2 .
1. 43 45 88
Full time 48.9 51. 1 31.9
50 .0 23.7
1 5 . 6 16 .3
2. 4 4 3 47
pa r t t i me 8.5 91.5 1 7.0
4 . 7 22.6
1.4 15 . 6
3. 39 1 0 2 14 1
No t a t all 27.7 72 .3 51. 1
45. 3 5 3. 7
14 .1 37.0
Column 8. 190 27.
Total 31.2 68.8 10 0 . 0
- 157 -
LAST JOB OF WIFE
Count
Row Pet Single Dua l R~
Co l Pet Total
Tot Pet l. 2.
l. 2 5 7
Si x months o r 28 .6 71.4 7 .4
les s 6 . 5 7 .9
2.1 5.3
2 . 2 4 6
Six to year 33 .3 66 .7 6.4
6.5 6 .3
2.1 4.3
4. 6 11 17
One to two years 35 . 3 64.7 18.1
19 .4 17 .5
6 . 4 11.7
5 . 3 11 14
Two to five years 21. 4 78 . 6 14.9
9 . 7 17.5
3 .2 11. 7
6 . 18 32 50
Longer 36 . 0 64 .0 53 .2
58 . 1 50 .8
19 . 1 34 .0
Cohoon 31 6 3 94
Total 33 .0 67.0 100.0
- 158 -
OCCUPATION OF WIFE
COWlt
Row Pe t Single Dual Row
Col Pc t Total
Tot Pet 1. 2.
1. B 25 33
00-09 · 24.2 75.8 12 .2
9 .3 13 .5
3.0 9.2
2. 10 20 30
10-19 33 .3 66.7 11.1
11 . 6 10 . 8
3.7 7 . 4
3. 1 5 6
20-29 16 .7 83 .3 2.2
1.2 2.7
0 .4 1.B
4 . 3 6 9
30-39 33.3 66 .7 3 .3
3 .5 3 .2
1.1 2.2
5 . 27 51 7B
40-49 34. 6 65.4 28 .8
31. 4 27 .6
10 .0 18.8
6 . 5 6 11
50-59 45.5 54.5 4.1
5 .B 3 .2
1 .B 2 .2
7. 23 44 67
60-69 34.3 65 .7 24.7
26.7 23 .8
B.5 16 . 2
Column B6 IB5 271
Total 31.7 68.3 100. 0
Con tinued
- rxmc a n , 0 .0 .. A Soc toeconcedc index for occupations .
- 1 59 -
OCCUPATION OF WIFE
COWlt
Row Pet Single Dual R~
Col Pet Total
Tot Pet 1. 2 .
8. 7 26 33
70 _79 io 21. 2 78 .8 1 2 . 2
8.1 1 4 .1
2.6 9.6
9. 2 2 4
80-89 50.0 50.0 1.5
2 .3 1. 1
0.7 0 .7
Co lumn 86 185 27 1
Total 31. 7 68.3 100 . 0
*Dunc an, 0 .0., A Socioeconomic index for occupations .
- 160 -
EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF HUSBAND
Count
Row Pet Single Dua l R~
Co l Pet Total
Tot Pet 1. 2 .
1. 23 194 217
Ful l t im e 10 . 6 8 9.4 96.9
95.8 97. 0
10.3 86 .6
2 . 0 3 3
Part t ime 0.0 100 . 0 1. 3
0.0 1. 5
0 .0 1.3
3. 1 3 4
No t a t all 25.0 75 .0 1. 8
4 .2 1. 5
0 .4 1.3
Co lumn 24 200 224
To tal 10 . 7 89 .3 1 00 . 0
- 161 -
LAST JOB OF HUSBAND
COWlt
Row Pet Single Dual Row
Col Pet Total
Tot Pet 1. 2.
1. 1 4 5
00 t o 06 months 20.0 80.0 41.0
33 .3 44.4
8 .3 33.3
2 . 1 2 3
06 t o 0 1 year 33 . 3 66.7 25.0
33 .3 22 .2
8.3 16 . 7
4 . 1 0 1
0 1 t o 02 years 100.0 0.0 8.3
33.3 0 .0
8.3 0. 0
6. 0 3 3
Longer 0 . 0 100 .0 25.0
0.0 33 . 3
0 .0 25 . 0
Column 3 9 12
To tal 25.0 75 .9 100 . 0
- 162 -
OCCUPATION-HUSBAND
Count
Row Pet Single Dual Row
Col Pet Total
Tot Pet 1. 2.
1. a 6 6
0 0 to 09 * 0 .0 100.0 2.7
0.0 3.0
0.0 2.7
2 . 7 25 32
10 to 19 2 1.9 78 . 1 1 4 .2
28 .0 12 .5
3 . 1 11.1
3 . a B 8
20 to 29 0 .0 10 0 . 0 3.6
0.0 4. 0
0 .0 3.6
4 . 1 15 16
30 to 39 6.3 93.8 7 . 1
4. 0 7.5
0 . 4 6.7
5. 7 38 45
40 t o 4 9 1 5, 6 8 4 . 4 20.0
28 .0 19.0
3 . 1 16 . 9
6 . a 13 13
50 t o 59 0 .0 100 .0 5.8
0 .0 6.5
0 .0 5.8
7 . 4 33 37
60 to 69 10 .8 89.2 16 . 4
16 .0 16. 5
1.8 14 . 7
8 . 3 39 4 2
70 to 79 7 .1 92.9 18.7
12 . 0 19 . 5
1. 3 17 .3
Column 25 200 225
Tota l 11. 1 88.9 100.0
Continued
* Dunca n , 0 .0 . . A Socioeconomic index for occupations.
- 163 -
OCCUPATION-HUSBAND
Count
Row Pet Single Dual R~
Col Pet Total
Tot Pet 1. 2.
. 9 . 3 20 23
80 to 89 13.0 87 .0 10 .2
12.0 10.0
1.3 8.9
10. 0 3 3
90 to 99 0.0 100.0 1.3
0.0 1.5
0 .0 1. 3
Column 25 200 225
Total 11.1 88.9 100 .0
*Duncan , 0.0., A Socioeconomic index for occupations.
-
164 -
LENGTH OF TIME SPOUSE ABSENT
Count
Row Pet Single Dual R~
Col Pet Total
Tot Pet 1. 2.
O. 11 209 220
5.0 95.0 70.5
1 1. 2 97.7
3 .5 67 .0
1. 7 2 9
Never together 77.8 22.2 2.9
7 .1 0 .9
2.2 0.6
2. 14 0 14
1 Year or less 100.0 0.0 4.5
1 4 . 3 0.0
4.5 0.0
3 . 30 0 30
2 Years or less 100.0 0.0 9.6
30.6 0.0
9.6 0.0
4. 14 3 17
4 to 5 Years 82.4 17.6 5.4
14.3 1.4
4 .5 1.0
5 . 15 0 1 5
6 to 10 Years 1 0 0 . 0 0 .0 4 .8
15 .3 0.0
4 .8 0 .0
6 . 5 0 5
11 to 15 Years 100 .0 0.0 1.6
5.1 0.0
1.6 0 .0
7. 2 0 2
Morc than 15 10Q .0 0.0 0 .6
Years 2 .0 0 .0
0.6 0.0
Column 98 214 312
Total 31.4 68.6 100.0
- 16 5 -
LENGTH OF TIME LIVING 'fOGETHER BEFORE RELATIONSHIP ENDED
Count
Row Pet Single Dual R~
Col Pet Total
To t Pet 1- 2 .
o. 14 210 224
6 .3 93.8 71.8
14.3 98.1
4 .5 67.3
1- 5 1 6
Ne v e r toge t he r 83 .3 16.7 1-9
5.1 0.5
1-6 0.3
2. 2 0 2
1 Year or l e s s 100.0 0 .0 0.6
2 .0 0.0
0 .6 0 .0
3. 5 1 6
2 Year s or l e s s 83.3 16.7 1.9
5 . 1 0.5
1- 6 0.3
4 . 11 0 11
4 to 5 Years 100.0 0.0 3.5
11. 2 0 .0
3.5 0 .0
5. 17 1 I S
6 t o 10 Years 9 4.4 5.6 5 .S
17.3 0.5
5.4 0 .3
6 . I S 0 I S
11 to 15 Years 100.0 0 .0 5 .S
18.4 0.0
5 .S 0.0
7. 26 1 27
More than 1 5 96 .3 3 .7 S.7
Ye a r s 26 .5 0 .5
S .3 0 .3
Co lumn 98 21 4 312
Total 31.4 68 .6 100 .0
-
166 -
HOUSING ARRANGEMENTS
Count
Row Pet Single 0~1 Row
Col Pet Total
Tot Pet 1. 2.
O. 2 1 3
66.7 33.3 1.0
2.0 0.5
0.6 0 .3
1. 4B 192 240
Own home 20.0 80.0 76.9
49.0 69.7
15.4 61.5
2. lB 5 23
Rented public 78 .3 21. 7 7 .4
housing 18.4 2.3
5.B 1.6
3. 22 13 35
Other rent 62.9 37.1 11. 2
22 .4 6.1
7.1 4.2
4. 5 1 6
Live with 83.3 16.7 1.9
relatives 5.1 0.5
1.6 0.3
5 . 3 2 5
Other 60.0 40.0 1. 6
3.1 0 .9
1.0 0.6
CoIUIlIn 9B 214 312
To tal 31.4 68.6 100.0
- 167 -
LENGTH OF RESIDENCE IN CITY
Count
Row Pet Single Dual R~
Col Pet Total
Tot Pet 1. 2 .
o. 2 2 4
50.0 50 .0 1.3
2.0 0 .9
0 .6 0.6
1. 1 0 1
6 months or less 100 .0 0 .0 0.3
1. 0 0 .0
0 . 3 0.0
2. 7 10 17
1 to 2 y ears 41.2 58.8 5.4
7.1 4 . 7
2.2 3 .2
3. 11 18 29
3 to 5 ye ars 37 .9 62 .1 9 .3
11. 2 8.4
3 .5 5.8
4 . 6 18 24
6 to 10 years 25 .0 75 .0 7.7
6 . 1 8 . 4
1.9 5.8
5. 71 16 5 236
Over 10 yea r s 30 . 1 69.9 75 .6
72.4 77 . 1
22 .8 52 .9
6 . 0 1 1
0.0 100 .0 0 .3
0 .0 0.5
0.0 0.3
Column 98 214 312
Total 31. 4 68.6 100 .0
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LENGTH OF TIME AT PRESENT ADDRESS
Count
Row Pet Single D=1 R~
Col Pet Total
Tot Pet 1. 2 .
D. 0 1 1
0.0 100.0 0 . 3
0.0 0 .5
0 .0 0.3
1. 8 6 14
6 months or less 57 . 1 42.9 4 .5
8.2 2.8
2 .6 1.9
2 . 25 26 51
1 to 2 years 49.0 51.0 16 .3
25 .5 12 .1
8 .0 8 .3
3 . 21 55 76
3 to 5 years 27 .6 72.4 24. 4
21.4 25.7
6 .7 17. 6
4. 11 52 63
6 to 10 years 17 .5 82.5 20.2
11. 2 24 . 3
3 .5 16 . 7
5 . 32 74 10 6
Over 10 y ears 30 .2 69 .8 3 4 .0
32.7 34. 6
10 . 3 23. 7
6 . 1 0 1
100 .0 0.0 0 .3
1. 0 0 .0
D.3 0.0
Colwnn 98 21 4 312
Total 31. 4 68.6 100.0
-
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SATISFACTION WITH PRESENT HOUSING
Count
Row Pet Single Dual R~
Col Pet Total
Tot Pet 1. 2.
o. 3 1 4
75.0 25.0 1.3
3.1 0.5
1.0 0 .3
1. 42 120 162
Very satisfied 25.9 74.1 51.9
42.9 56.1
13.5 38.5
2. 11 39 50
Somewhat 22.0 78.0 16.0
satisfied 11.2 18.2
3.5 12.5
3. 30 43 73
Satisfied 41.1 58 .9 23 .4
30.6 20 .1
9.6 13 .8
4. 7 8 1 5
Not very 46.7 53 .3 4 .8
satisfied 7.1 3.7
2.2 2 .2
5. 5 3 8
Not at all 62 .5 37.5 2 .6
satisfied 5 .1 1. 4
1. 6 1.0
co Iuron 98 214 312
Total 31.4 68.6 100.0
-
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NUMBER OF CHILDREN
Coun t
Row Pet Single Dual Row
Col Pet Total
To t Pe t 1. 2.
o. 0 2 2
0 .0 100.0 0 .6
0 .0 0 .9
0.0 0 .6
1. 20 20 40
50 .0 50.0 1 2 . 8
20.4 9 .3
6 .4 6.4
2 . 21 70 91
23 . 1 50 . 0 29 .2
21.4 32 .7
6.7 22.4
3. 20 45 65
30.8 69 . 2 20 .8
20. 4 21.0
6.4 14. 4
4. 18 38 56
32 .1 67 .9 17 .9
1 8 . 4 17.8
5 .8 1 2 . 2
5. 10 17 27
37.0 63.0 8.7
10 .2 7.9
3. 2 5 .4
6. 4 9 13
30 .8 69.2 4 .2
4 .1 4 .2
1. 3 2 .9
7. 2 4 6
33 .] 66 .7 1. 9
2 .0 1. 9
0 .6 1. 3
Column 98 214 312
Tota l 31. 4 68 .6 100.0
Con t i nued
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NUMBER OF CHILDREN
COWlt
Row Pet Single D~l Row
Col Pet Total
Tot Pet L 2 .
8. 1 3 4
25.0 75.0 L3
LO L4
0 .3 L O
9. 0 5 5
0.0 100 .0 L6
0 .0 2.3
0.0 L 6
10. 1 0 1
100.0 0 .0 0.3
L O 0.0
0 .3 0.0
lL 1 1 2
50.0 50.0 0 .6
L O 0.5
0 .3 D.3
Column 98 214 312
Total 31.4 68.6 100 .0
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NUN.BER OF CHILDREN PLANNED
Count
Row Pet Single 0=1 Row
Col Pet Total
Tot Pet L 2 .
O. 1 6 7
14 . 3 85 .7 2.2
La 2.8
0.3 L9
L 38 98 136
All 27.9 72 .1 43.6
38 .8 45 .8
12.2 31.4
2 . 18 49 67
Some 26.9 73.1 21. 5
18.4 22.9
5.8 15.7
3. 41 61 102
None 40.2 59 .8 32.7
41.8 28.5
13 .1 19.6
ColUIlU1 98 214 312
Total 31.4 68 .6 100.0
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NUMBER OF BOYS
Count
Row Pet Single 0=1 ,",w
Col Pet Total
Tot Pet 1. 2.
O. 22 31 53
41.5 58.5 17 .0
22.4 14.5
7. 1 9 .9
1. 34 84 118
28.8 71. 2 37.8
34 .7 39.3
10 .9 26 .9
2. 23 58 81
28 .4 71.6 26.0
23 .5 27.1
7 .4 18 .6
3 . 9 24 33
27.3 72.7 10 .6
9.2 11.2
2 .9 7.7
4 . 6 6 1 2
50.0 50 .0 3.8
6.1 2.8
1.9 1. 9
5. 4 7 11
36.4 63.6 3 .5
4. 1 3 .3
1. 3 2.2
6. 0 3 3
0.0 100.0 1.0
0 .0 1.4
0.0 1.0
7 . 0 1 1
0 .0 100 .0 0.3
0 .0 0.5
0 .0 0.3
Column 98 214 31 2
Total 31.4 68.6 100.0
-
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NUMBER OF GIRLS
COWlt
Row Pe t Single D~l Row
Col Pet Total
Tot Pe t 1. 2.
O. 9 37 46
19. 6 80.4 14.7
9.2 17 .3
2 .9 11.9
1. 43 87 130
33. 1 66.9 4 1. 7
4 3 . 9 40 .7
13. 8 27.9
2. 29 53 82
35 .4 64.6 26.3
29 .6 24.8
9 .3 17 . 0
3 . 1 2 23 35
34 .3 65.7 11.2
12. 2 10.7
3 .8 7 . 4
4. 3 4 7
42 .9 57.1 2.2
3. 1 1. 9
1. 0 1.3
5 . 0 6 6
0 .0 100 . 0 1. 9
0.0 2.8
0 .0 1. 9
6 . 0 2 2
0.0 100 . 0 0 .6
0 .0 0.9
0 .0 0 .6
7 . 2 2 4
50.0 50 .0 1. 3
2 .0 0 .9
0 .6 0 .6
Column 98 214 312
Total 31.4 68 .6 100 .0
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APPENDI X F
Histograms of results on single and dual
parentness with demographic variables
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